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Mayor Jay Rangel said Friday he 
has never been opposed to 
liveaboards “per se” but added 
there were two major problems — 
pollution and taxation. And there’s 
also a visual problem if boats are 
“scruffy,” he added.
Those three issues have to be 
addressed, Rangel said. He admited 
some residents and individual 
members of council have criticised 
liveaboards “but I never have, 
except perhaps those who live 
outside a marina lease.”
North Saanich is an ideal place in 
the world and if people wish to live 
on boats — which is much a part of 
our lifestyle — that’s okay as long as 
people are willing to be responsible, 
Rangel said.
He suggests people who live on 
boats should pay a licence fee which
would be the equivalent of taxation. 
The pollution problem is 
complicated, he points out, but said 
his own “personal opinion” was 
that in a year or more boats should
have holding tanks. “But then the 
municipality would need pumping- 
out facilities.”
Rangel said the pollution issue 
was complicated because council
had to deal with the health 
authorities and “the marinas have 
to co-operate with us.”
Rangel said there was a difference 
between liveaboards moored at
marinas and others who rode at 
anchor out at sea, interfering with 
the right of passage. It was illegal, 
he said, under the federal Navigable 
Water Act.
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Recently liveaboards at North 
Saanich have been claiming the 
municipality wants to get rid of 
them.
Rangel said a zoning bylaw — 
currently being revised — does not 
ban liveaboards and says they can, 
under certain circumstances, live on 
North Saanich waters.
However, although the bylaw is 
“fairly stringent” at the moment it 
should not be loosened until we get 
some controls, Rangel added.
He’s completely confident the 
matter will be worked out, he said, 
referring to a recent meeting 
between some 30 liveaboards, 
himself and mayor-elect Harold 
Parrott. Some people at the meeting 
were reasonable people and good 
spokesmen, he added.
Continued on Page A2
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A massive group effort to halt poaching on Sidney Island is be- 
: ing undertaken by Sidney RCMP, the provincial tish and wildlife ^ 
branch and the consortium of private landowners, Sallas f orest 
Ltd.
than 20 deer have been shot illegally on the island in the
taken within the bounds of the provincial niarine park.
Hatter, who now is in charge of to trespass charges.
; scientific management of the deef^y;^^^
populations, holds a doctorate were three charges laid in the last
degree in wildlife and directed the year associated with poaching, there 
provincial branch for 13 years were no convictions,
before his retirement. Because of stepped up patrols and
He told The Review the poaching intense investigations this will 
problem is “very serious” and that change, he stated, 
he has been chasing the culprits by And, poachers face severe fines 
boat and land throughout the season under the Wildlife Act for taking, ^ 
vrithom any success. , . _ killing or mjuring deer on the island.
i>r’TV/Tr» iVip citnnfinn i<; A Hrct rnrivirtinn r.arric‘^ aThe RCMP agree the situatio  is  first con ictio  c rries a tme at (o po
highly dangerous and.are launching $100 minimum and $5,000 u------
an intensive surveillance of the maximum or six month term of
island. imprisonment — or both.
“Incidents of poaching within the Second and third offences carry
marine park have become fines of $10,000 or prison sentences,
frequent,” said Sgt. Bob Bouck, or both.
who added patrols have been According to the police officer, a 
stepped up. person convicted of poaching on the
“We are striving very hard to get private section of the island will afso
a conviction. In fact, \ve are face heavy fines and additional jail
^ determined to do so.” he said.
, . . £ I £ uM V “courts will look mostBouchexlmned hat while a large
‘Siarm _ IJ , marine park,’! stressed the officer, ! ■ ByJUDV RSNFRET out the $7,900 will certainly result in
a because of the danger
marine park m whiclvonly^lmtguns exlained the park is “heavily!’^^^^^^^^ fees for thh f d
(using pellets) are allowed ^ court iniunction againsU picketing that their strike action was not
purpose of shooting migratory^^ ■ • ■’ “ . v ^ ^ ^
He exlained the park is heavily!’
used at all times of the year and the cum i nijuuuuun agmuai. ■■■
risk of aiv injury due to poachers is by the Saanich Teachers AsspciatibiT ; against the Saanich school board so
birds. extreme. and CUPH local 441 during perhaps the STA and GUPE would
“There is no rifle shooting - . . . . - .. u.....i„„
lyextreme.. ................................. .................. .......... .... .....
: Apart fromy the danger fo Avalkpuls Nov. 8, 9, 
allowed whatsoever in the park,” he cairiper.s, picnicers and foresiersi Trustees approved a motion that Kristianson said,
emphasized. Halter pointed out poachers arc the matter be tabled pending the STA and CUPE did not
of the jeopardizing a unique wildlife : detailed explanation aBer they initiate the injunction process they,
island hunting is allowed by the managernent experiment currently . discussed an account (or $7,833 arci thcrel'orc n^^^^^^^ !
owners piv an individually guided being carried oiit by Sallas horest from the law iirm ol Harman, costs iiiciirrcd, STA president Larry
basis. Any hunter who appears there l td. Wilson and Co. ^ Gross replied. ^
without previous permission is 7 Continued on Page A3 ; Kristianson countered that
occasions indiented they wished the 
sti
Cmuiniied on Page A9
service
Single parents arc among 
those hardest hit at Ghristmas 
— and their children suffer 
most;
know of a single mother 
with two youngsters who is 
imablc tb find work, Clvri^mas ; 
will be a nightmare to her.
7 Then there’s another single 
j parent -- a teenager with a liny 
baby who earns a few dollars 
f l^abysittlng. AparL T 
usual food hamper she’ll need 
babyclothcs.
Another single parent’s homo 
is in jeopardy. She has three 
I children and is only able to 
work spotudically and can't
£makc enough’ moneys 
her mortgage payments. To
. . , m make mutters worse, her work is a donation of money (tax
Wc re itieiea.slng oui aien | ,,^.pj,bf,ient on transportation deductible, vve have a tax
coverage and this '^eck res.dcuis 1 | munhar).
Sidney and some .parts of North | afford to get it Last year people gave from $2
repaired, to $200 but it doesn’t matter
All these families will need how much each gives as long as 
whatever we can give them — enough people gel involved,
food liamiKTs, toys for the And don’t forget wc’rc 
childrtJUi perhaps clothing. , accepting toys and ' nom
Hopefully , The; Review* perishable food at the office 
rttmv I innS Ghristmas Fund^^^^^^o areal member ol
.i;.ftc!til,kl{rmecjlsE.T.J:.: Ill’s,
! 'Shanich ;will receiveiavebpy of 'fhe 
iRcVncw delivered by carrier.^^ W 
; still £rccruitlng£ypungsicrs for the 
newspapcr dclivery so initially, some 
areas might not be covored.
I ■ Wc ask the indulgchtiC of prc-paid' 
subscribers who already receive their ; 
copy of The Review by mail. If any 
'£';,subscriber!:alsd ■receives a^riapcrfby.
carrier just call us at 656-1151 and 
, we’ll instruct youngsters not to 
deliver.
3irbfrce..delivcry:byTaTticr:,sei'vicc;:. 
■:7:;: will :0ntinue'for jltebiexiiew'weeks^ 
'’prcparatioiV'-lbrfta'tAtibscriptibn'':?.''' 
•:;77;driyiif;Car7jefi:tqui;|fgrc; ill 'open In 
some areas.
. , :.alqU;C.CitaC,,,,.,_ J'e.SjdC'ntT,^7
patronage and patience if th<?y 
'' receive s'm additional paper and have
Sidney l.don£ C in : und
•i; ,,ow irt iifi IburllVygar appeal team — the
be .able to raise the funds that I’ cn i n s u 1 a C 0 m rn unity
will supply many, many families Association — is gathering a list
out there on the Saanich . of people who need help. (See
Peninsula with the basic itenvs form to fill in page lUl), Food
they need for Christmas. may also be left at the l*CA,
Hut imly if lire fiublic office ou 2rtd Si,, Sidney, or at
icsponds gcnctously to this the organization’s PON 11
nppoal. Nlorc, Trafalgar Sq,,
And time Is gettingfshort.
With iitfit over four weeks to go Sidney Kiwanis utc 
ittul airtrgel ol' SH>,<^’<«tncct, organizing the collection and
sipping one, hul Shusui lunmcU, of Samiltlilon, (otT; it all In/ilrlde with jmln nnd t.mulshnkm ,,, v; luy non-, g icucssaUc toys may be left ai,
Niimwuis cUhcr diressetkup ferry crew mein!ieir^, ShrlhersVclpwh^ **hd «l etHirfie,^ subscribcis will enjoy llic Uevtcw. | nroblctnk for you this year and Central Saanich, North Saanch
tiome 170 elindren criler(ialnc(l ilHrlnK tliri'd tt«tuial Clirlsl«i(i«s cruise for disabled clilidren Nov, 26 And lemctuhcr, ccnmnumcation is a | !\ffofdtoholp, comeon andSidney (irchnlls.
"i«]n(W''ynbtisored4»vTL€£LlonsVll.C, Ferry nhd'AlnrlucWorkcrsLlJiilorr and B'.€.T'erryTT>rp..'(See,:::r..-;::..cr:>v::;^'ftwo.v^ay'bteci,::,7--tlyyou,hay^^^^^
photo A 2) Murraj MinfnUt Vtiotu ,.......
I I..... -I'l III.....rmiiifiiininiikiwiWrkmkrtimikiilllllMIlUl
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Provincial Conrt
Mark Aitken, 22, of John T. Johnson, 26 of 
Wilks Rd., Mayne Island, 9981-5th St., Sidney, was 
was sentenced to 35 days in given a one-month jail term 
jail and his driving licence in addition to the 15 months 
suspended for three years he is presently serving at 
after pleading guilty Nov. Wilkinson Rd. jail, when he
23 in Sidney provincial pleaded guilty to dangerous 
court to two charges of driving.
impaired driving. Sentences of one month
Aitken was arrested Sept. j-qj. another dangerous
24 and again on Oct. 6 for ^j^iving charge, 10 days for
drunk driving. He also driving without car 
pleaded guilty on a charge insurance and 10 days for 
of failing to stop for a peace fining stop for a peace 
officer and received seven officer are to be served 
days concurrent with this concurrently with his 
previous sentence. previous sentence.
That same clay in court,
David Victor Borgens, 21, Warren Douglas Kent, 
of 8-1030 Bay St., Victoria, 27, of 2057 Kings Rd., 
was found guilty of Victoria, was found guilty 
impaired driving and fined on his second impaired 
$400. driving charge and was
On Nov. 22, Stephen sentenced to 14 days in jail.
Stuart Hodgson, chairman of B.C. Ferries Corp., Captain John Poole from Sidney, and Andy 
McKechnie, president of B. C. Ferry and Marine Workers'' Union were delighted with plaque presented 
to them by B.C. Lions Society during third annual Christmas cruise for disabled children Nov. 26. Pla­
que will be mounted as permaneht fixture aboard vessel Queen of Saanich. Murray Sharratt Photo
plans to be reviewed
While approval for the Rangel.
Cloake Hill development This information will 
permit vvas granted last “refine and modify” the 
week subject to legal existing development 
scrutinization of fees, permit.
North Saanich council 
Monday night requested the 
municipal clerk to review 
parks plans wdthin the 
development.
Tony Green was 
requested to come up with a 
specific park plan in 
c o n j u n c t i o n with staff 
which would be acceptable 
to the lawyer and “satisfy 
the proponents; as well,” ; 
according tb mayor Jay ;
PHOVii^OE-WiOE
CI.^SSiFIEi«^:v
Sidney Little League 
turkey, bingo takes place 8 
p.m. Dec. 12 at the Knights 
of Pythias Hall, 4th St., 





A recount requested by Sidney 
Aldermanic candidates — 
incumbent Stan Bamford and 
newcomer Roy Spooner — was 
taken by town administrator Geoff 
Logan and three workers Nov. 23 
but “there is no change in the 
positions as already declared,”
I Logan said Friday.
The candidates could 'have 
I requested a judicial count through
the ' courts but chose ' instead for 
another count by rriunicipal staff. 
Logan said Bamford and Spooner ; 
both declared themselyes satisfied 
with the recount.
Gontiw^lstrieided
Continued from Page Al
But despite Rangel’s 
statement, Peter and 
Barbara Watson are 
currently being sued by; 
North Saanich and are due 
to appear Dec. 13 dn B.C. 
Supreriie Court.
The couple live on their
'rhere was; a spread of 50 
from the top to bottom between
Johanna Coward, Don Phillips Providence and say they’re
(both elected), Roy Sppohef and ; being sued because they’re 
Stan Bamford. liveaboards.
Mrs. Watson says they
Park protection to cost $2,30fl
Someone in a car ran recreation area, Aid. Stan $2,300 to cover the cost of sea overnight, fhe boat is
' ramiuige over Iroquois Bamford told Sidney building a fence.
Park iceently, ripping up council Monday night. “let's hope a fence wiii ^ ‘’!rSiS aUk!'
ilie turf and making a For (hat reason aiderman prevent that soft of J^baitcis out 11 Sidney enb,
genet al mess of the agreed to an expenditure of vandalism,“ said Bamford. Bicysay.
will 111) inil)iiMiiiu| ,r Ui iwiu' ClinKlnwsI raiiil 'IiopKIol"
■' wtiiiivvviiUii! .iv.iHdhii: j'llil ',(il III .tll iiiouiiS.'iiMt 1)1(1.\
. iii,n,ii-ii,'i.|',ii.ouijii'.vitt nil'




PRICES EFFECTIVE NOV. 28 TO DEC. 3,1983 
Pork Butt
' rrii'.-
■yf Jp a f''gracef uj;|;, j rj bu te^ 
dcrciitcd aldermen Norman 
McC’aiullish and Stan Bamford, 
Mayor Norma Sealcy urged 
aldernien: and pcpple who were l;;; 
interested in the town of Sidney 
to keep in mind the fact that the 
nniiiicipality is not only a good 
place now but that it has a great 
fiiinre.
Herself a defeated candidate 
lor the mayorality after four 
year's service. Scaley said 
although it was timc-conMiir(irig ; 
and dcmaiuling, there were grciU 
icwmd.s 'tu giving .scivicc to the 
municipality.
^f;;;|ihe' tlianked yihembers'rof ■ ,hcr.,v;' 
ov.n family, '''caley‘’aid, fortliHr 
support ovci the years when “I 
have gone from aldcrniommy to 
giandmayoi.” _
dJamtora’s./,expciiyucev,,i|i,:fhC'::.; 
field of construction and
maciiincry had been of great 
value to Siilucy, the mayor said
' and hey had liecn pariicuhtriy
tLScful to ilie fire department.
Scaley said, was w 
tlie quiet member of council. He 
.spoke only when lie liad 
someihing to say and, when he 
did, he always made a 
yii':; cbhl rib VI t iori H e Tvas; a jood ;arul: 3 
compcieiil worker behind tlte 
,sccnc.‘. and had given a lot to tlK 
town.
Tile municipal staff and,
:.;:LpgniiiV';v'had p'bcetLydoyal yyand,;,;y;; 
cbmpetcnl, Sealoy said, and a 
tower of strength to her on many 
occasions.
I’rcss and T\' coverage of 
conneil meeiings was praised by 
the mayor ".iio said die had been 
fairly treated and was grateful.
r**;
Cprpo and meot
FrJday, December 2 
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Cheaper water for fanners
Mayor Jay Rangel and 
Aid. Eric Sherwood 
combined Monday night in 
an elTort to get approval 
from aldermen for a 
re.solution giving farmers 
cheaper water. Rangel said 
Tuesday although council 
has no firm figure “it is my 
hope” it will come up with 
a price of between 35 cents 
and 65 cents a thousand 
gallons.
Farmer presented a 
petition Monday night 
asking for 23 cents a 
thou.sand “but that’s what 
the municipality pays for 
water”, Rangel explained.
Rangel added North 
Saanich has a fine rural 
lifestyle “we preach about 
so piously” and “now we 
have to make a tangible 
commitment’’ to
supporting that so the 
farmers can supply us with 
local food “and not just
talking about it.” municipal staff had been
Rangel said objections asked to “get on with it” 
came from aldermen Jim and farmers will get their 
Gumming and George water at the “lowest 
Westwood, however, possible cost.”
(kiimciis
get together
THE CMJIDiAi IMiHERS 
: ^ SHIP S®C1EI¥> ^
on
is celebrating the start of construction 
of the training vessel
Happiness is squeezing custom made teddy bear, say three will be seliing the soft toys at PCA-sponsored Christmas f am
youngster, Megan McIntyre, left, brother Capper and Susan 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Dec. 3 at Sanscha Hall. Some 70 tables will
Blair. Tom and Joyce Blair, distributors of MuftyBearslHd.,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ of goods for sale. Murray Sharratt Photo
North Saanich committee 
Monday night moved to 
recommend to council that 
$9,000 be earmarked for 
w'ork on Canora Road 
drainage in the area of Reay 
Creek subject to the same 
financial committment 
being approved by Sidney.
lElfAEP'
come in and join us at our
OPEM HOUSE :
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 7th at 8:00 p.m.
In the dining room of the




Continued from Page Al
“We are trying to 
demonstrate what proper 
forest-animal management 
can be like,” said Hatter.
Hatter said Sidney island 
is an ideal location because 
it is an island and the deer 
population is isolated. The 
owners of the private 
acreage are attempting to 
carry on a tree-farm 
operation while at the same 
time encouraging a healthy 
deer population.
The harmonious balance 
of these two:
correct animals.
; For instance j Hatte:r; has 
Set the quota of big bucks at : 
only six this year while 
yearlings can be thinned in 
greater numbers. (Some 
'150-200 new deer are born 
each year.)
In addition to keeping the 
genetic pool strong by 
hunting selectively, Hatter 
says the project provides “a 
lot of very safe, guidedg 
hunting to new and expert 
hunters alike.”
IS
jeopardized by ; random 
; slaughter of the herds, said 
Hatter.
Ideally the deer would be 
thinned, or culled by
experts and by doing so the 
herd will remain at a stable 
p o p u 1 at iqh w hit h e 
animals retain their size and 
■health."''-''
Hatter explained that he 
and his son, who is also a 
wildlife biologist, guide 
hunters on the private 
portion of the island. They 
shoot from tree stands 
erected 12 feet above the 
forest floor. .lust as in sonic 
of the wuld game parks of 
South Africa, the technique 
allows hunters to select the
And the charges couldn’t 
be r more ; ^reasonable^' he 
said. ■ They^ range from $35 
for a fawrt to ■ $50 for a 
Temale and $70 for a: buck. V 
At this nominal price it is 
obvious, remarked Hatter,; 
they are not making a lot of p 
money.
But the object is to 
emulate similair programs in ■ 
Europe, fToTintegrato 
: wildlife management with 
' 'fotestry./'T;,
“This is a very desirable 
goal but we are t being 
frustrated by poachers and 
the situation ; is very 
dangerous.”
^(-1 a tier; n b ted; ni a n y 
pbachihgiheidents followed 
: evenuigs-of-'; hcayy;;';;wi'rtds 
and high seas.
He guesses that poachers: 
come to the; island in large; 
launches of commercial fish '> 
boats that can : vveathef the y 
storms and that hunters 
assume there will be no one 
on the island because of the 
weather.
But Hatter says that has 
all changed and he is 
spending many nights at the i 
site. There is also an island 
manager and a patrol 
roaming the island.
“We’ve got to stop these 
wildlife criminals,” he said. 
“They are giving hunting a 
bad name,”,
On the positive side, 
Hatter says the: herd; of 
fallow;: and blacktail deer 
have never been healthier.
; A 41-foot observation 
tower: : was recently 
constructed for observation 
of the animals and Hatter 
has developed a computer 
p r o g r a m t o; t f a c k a n d 
analyze the progress of the 
'herdsi.''"'
keep it.
“We feel the Sidney 
Island owners have been 
pretty successful at 
managing {he area as fo rest 
while also maintaining the 
wildlife — — they are 
harvesting'the animals at a 
desirable rate,” said Ray 
Halladay, chief of wildlife 
management for the area.
And the branch is doing 
everything in its power to 
see that the successful
developed for use; in . Ylet p 
Nam.
We are loo per cent sure
we___will have some
icohvictions .soon. ’ ’
To ensure results extra 
officers have been called in 
from other areas to deal
with the recent rash of 
poachers.
pr 0 j ect cb h t in ue s.
' Bob Srnirl, district
The tower is the only 
one in North America^ 
said Hatter who dddccl that 
; the system he nianages is a 
unqueonc.
And IhaFs Ihc way the 
wildlife branch wants to
conservation officer, said in 
a;teleph6he; interview; from 
the Lower Mainland that in 
receril weeks the 
department has
“apprehended several 
people’; and charges are 
being laib for as many as 10 
different violations.
“Wc have riumerous 
conservation; of Nee rs 
patrolling the; island now 
and they are not necessarily 
in uniform Y beAvanied. ;
: , Smirl added his 
(i e p a r t in c n t h a s a 1 s 0, 
reverted to other ways and 
means” which include the 
use of highly sophisticated 
ec|Uipment such as the 
“Startron’J viewing; scope
The island, which is 
about 80 per cent privately 
owned, is the only location 
in Canada where the 
beautiful species of fallow 
deer can be hunted, he said.; 
And the management 
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It is ( encouraging to have the mayor-elect’s 
commitment to open government and to “cleaning up
There are some matters that bear public examination 
T and fine sounding words
;T The fractiousrieas and dithering of the old council
^ have not been
blessed with vision and clear thinking in civic debate 
(( over the past couple of years. Nor, the record shows,
formulating a
plan.
( ( Rathery(there has been a disturbing tendency towards
ad hoc planning and a temptation to look to the big 
project to solve ouf problems. ( (( i ( t(
Out of it all, one is left feeling that in the tovyn of 
Sidney civic decision making is not illuminated by any 
clearly;: understood principles and sense of (community 
values. This is not to denigrate the valiant efforts of(^^^^ ( 
some individuals.
Have you walked by the Landmark lately*^ At 
sidewalk ievely —,._..>i «ru„* i.;_.4
60 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 29,1923 issue of The Review
Negotiations are now underway for a company to 
take over the old plant of the Sidney Rubber Roofing 
Company and turn it into a large oil refinery 
It is
fire at the plant some time ago is easily adaptable to the t*
operations necessary in the refining of oil, and that the 
huge oil tanks still standing there are also well suited for 
the purpose. It is thought that the necessary alterations 
to the machinery will not entail the expenditure of a very 
considerable sum of money.
SOYEARSAGO
From the Nov. 29,1933, issue of The Review
Mr. A.B. Sanders; of Victoria, has consented to speak 
on“Russia’’ at a meeting to be held on Friday, Dec. 8, 
in Wesley Hall. ^ ^ ^
The proceedings of this country, which is so much in 
the foreground of world activities at the present time 
and which is bound to effect the future of every nation s 
on earth, is or should be, of interest to every individual (
and through the interest here this meeting is being held. I
\ 40YEARSAGO
From the Dec. 1,1943, issue of The Review
A very gratifying report covering the year’s activities . 
was presented by George T. Mitchell, president, in i 
connection with the North and South Saanich ' 
Agricultural Society. The annual meeting of the society “ 
was held in the Saanich Pioneer Cabin in Saanichton 
with a large attendance of members. Before the 
commencement of business a silent tribute with all ( 
standing was paid to the memory of R.P. Butchard, 
who for several years had been honorary president of : 
the society.
The tenative date for the next fair — the 76th — was ( 
set for Labor Day. r
In view of the parking problem at fair time, it was ; 
agreed that three acres adjacent north of the agricultural 
( hall be acquired for this purpose.:
, :30YEARS(AGO''''':(''((V.':;(;((.(-, ('• "■(((.
(From theDec: 2,;1953, issue of The Review :(,,(;:(.;'(; (((i
successor to Sinbad the Sailor is a North 
Saanich farmer. While the legendary figure was carried ((: 
If you feel there is any merit in the principle of a fair away by a large rock, David Schochenmaier, West
intimidating and tomb - like. It evokes
day’s work for a fair day’s pay and all the fringe ' Road, saw a valued.possession carried off by a
of ambiahce(:does( it( give: it is jhe council for the Town of Sidney is having one benems the employer provides, do not make an issue of Hrivinir Mrs Charlotte o
ifp .■ ^ supposed to be excessive demands and Sibold, of Lodi, California, through. Victoria.: The
ife. ‘n the business sector and stimulate
|: already.have locked gates on many of the marinas in the to a couple of kids from Victoria and took it away from ^ou may have strong convictions regardmg the fact ^ ' Thev°we^r-^la?t^seen as they described a 1
area. C.R. Disposal which has had it since 1938 and all for 85 that many labor problems could be resolved by common “"(Tl':
c-:j— ---onHprfiiitu chiiutpH pnmmiinltv thnt tn ___..____ i_________ ____ .u _____ scnsc instead of Strike action. With the subscquent loss gracetul curve in their tail to the bottom ot the lake.
but when the '20 YEARS AGO
r;(TP( Tnanagc amount; was close to Sfrhillion pen year; You call that a ci.w p r x„oc-^o,r «„»r,;r,rr o i-.i;c-v»,-;r,r,growth with vision and sensitivity, to nourish vitality viable decision? ' go on strike, even if you are not sure what the issues are. Reeve R. Gordon Lve Tuesday wening in a blistering •
onri r^r,«r,r.«oc ir. H^„r=.tr.rvrr.rar,t, and to be Sccondlv thev awarded the tfucking contract to You must realize that there are many advantages to rebuttal to statements ot Victoria Mayor Richard
V y secondly^ V they.j awaraeci, ^________ ,_____ ^ .•______ r_____ j -r-u:. •..!(........ wticnn; And Aid Opdffrpv fHopIow Itiqi Thnrdcav thnt ;and openness in commuhity((deYel6pTOerit]((ar._ x oct.ui.uiv l.icv , me uucimuh ciuuudicL. tu > . , ., . ^ v ^ , , ., , v-. . x, ......... .. ,. r «alert to the dangers of sacrificing community assets for another Victoria company and took it away from Ron member and having a union card. This gives you i minhHnahtv’s “f?ee v^ter fide’'''wrs^over^^^^
1 ' Whe fusion cm™^ or not the ‘ o p'icketin'i' imim'’wa'tine th’eTubr’’flaumingThcTaw bv The reeve read an article which appeared in a Victoria
ihe question that emerges now is whether or not the contracts fdr?over a quarter century; Once again i.vcf mK,,;(caAr o k,,
new mayor and council are up to the challenge. money leavine town. creating violence and preventing the public’s right of Paper last 'Hiursday a few hours after^ he,,v witk^
|( Mjivr-Ar,.plppt Riirdnn tnU-c nf fnvnrJno n t ____  ____P.o,ement of “SuDoort Local acccss to ihc companics Services. waterworks chairman councilj llor P.F. Warren and the rI ‘ N4ayOr-elect ; :: ;Burdon. : talks. - of :- f a v orin g . a I auess council’s - statement .(of ; ■ * ^Suimorf '': lineal ' ...... : ’ r., . ^
r “partnership” between investors and developers on the Business”, really means, buy at a local business today .lust ignore the fact that without the companies there Mayor Wilson
|. one hand and government (on the (dther( (This; ’ .j. - - : nn pp. uan .nr" would be no jobs. and the city uditor.
; ;;( 1; ( comtprtabie : nostrum is dull pi; Hazards ( I ( Incidentallv the new mavof Lovd Burdon was in problems with some citizens insisting Tbe story, said Reeve Lee, “was issued undoubtedly ^
stewardship of natural assets of the community and for favor with both of the above mentioned contract fiicir Tight ; to (cross; pic^ lines. They may even ^ Mayor Wilson jroni his office; with his full consent,
the nourishing of community values. cancellations become quite nasty, some will also be quite rude and tell i consider this to be a breach of faith is beside the ;
As someone else has so innocently put it, “the i nersonallv can sec nothinc great haDnening to Just ignore these Pomt, as there was nopixss representation present(af ( ;(
temporary rclea.se of foreshore rights” is not such a high enhance the local business community with either people, they still believe in equal rights and a democratic our meeting, and yet within a lew hours this statement
price to pay for development. It is this kind society. Ai-n
preposterous thinking that trivializes civic( debate dampner on your picketing ,
but your prpblehv will certainly increase as
assets. C'r Disoosal (more pbpplc w'ill insist and demand that the !
to protect their right of( ; (P told The Review this week.
Sidney ttecess to essential public services, without threats and ( “The name North Saanich doesn’t really say anything ( 
; : ^ insults frompickelsi (; ( C^tioui the area,” Davis said in an interview; “we should (;
'When will these union leaders begin to understand try to come up witlv a name which better retlecis the 
that; the majority (of thc( public (Still believiT in municipality, , ( (^^ (^^
( democratic principlc( of (tVccdom of choice and
It appears that to become a member of the unions, demand iheir righls, regardless of union cards, threats recent (North Saanich civic elections, had several (
who create the labor - strife, there are certain and belligerence'^ ” .......... .....' ''''.............. ' ' * ■ '
ionneedt ■ ■' ";(^' (('i('(('v;;(((v(:^:((;,(.;:■;;(:(■■;.:
babkirig avvay from the agreement to 
;; surrender the foreshore leasei the community niuiit now
I fx-. ,'‘,y-(' planning and for proper stewardship of community
At the present time it is not at all clear that the new rcquiremcnts. As an example, n e
mayor's hbtion of partnerships vvith developers really **’^y h®\*^'*^'^k bclielSi or affiliations, as the union leader -
( (( ( squares with his commitntcnt tbi ppen(BC)vernmem;( Any;
further equivocation at town. hall simply breeds
(■‘fe^TbuspicionthaL''eithcr-:''Our(xivic'(pbliticiahs(;don(t('1th6w"''''''''^'t;,i;;,,»i,..,u.».i,;,«,«,^
Continued on Page AS
(: suspicionthat 
what they arc doing or they have a hidden agenda for 
, community development.
j 1 put it in the mayor and council. On the basis of what




of reducing taxes, tell us what you have to bargain with
in uVirlf infTrMit Hnbtii wlf h ni’lvnti» fli<>vi»IriTibrc i x i; i t
(Whiiih cbriimunity aSMtstore sacved;(ahd which arc up^ (
for grabs if the price is right?
If group politics and machine politics have indeed 
come to Sidney, they are here to stay, and they change 
the character of civic politics.
suggesMon s for possible nety names for the district.
GiVi'; Frbst, ; V It (could, lie said, be chaitged to reflect- some
feature of the area: hc suggested Patricia i '
1,,^,,,,.,..,.,,,;,,,,,.,.^ declined lo foot tiic bill for tlic con.struction of a up lo help the less fortunate, To that effect, it has '
( ((runway, t.'achc (.Ircck and Ashcroft resorted to self- introduced its restraint program.
lielp. The citizens volunteered their labor, contractors In fairness it must be pointed out thiii the bttsic 
made iivailalde the neccssaty machinery at no cost, and Mnicture of support services, such as income assistance, 
tluiing the ihrec-day Kememberance Day weekend, they has bcL'it left intact. The official line has been to cut
built an airstrip, .lust like that. services that maybe desirable but not es.scntial, .so the
So far, it's just a diti strip, but there are plans for a governrnem can continue delivering essential services, 
tarmac and having performed the first miracle, 1 have While wc may argue, over what constitutes essenlinl 
iio doubt the second one tvill follow. Again, witlioni scrvice.s, the fact remains that a lot of services are no
government help, longer delivered by governmem.
What does„all this mean? Simply that people draw And that’s where the renewed community spirit 
togethei in limes of adversity. Nothing kills community comes in, No sooner do the eomrnunitics recognize a
spirit and hiimaniiariatiism as effectively as material need, they scctn to be willing and eager to fill it,
wealth. The Bovernrncni, of coitrse, depends on tluit




'Ihc election ol Mr. Uutclon as mayor clearly While the word restraint .scerns to iKMriggcring violcin
((:( (()*(*'‘^k (5'x — iliat
involvement. Trust and oomplacence^ give way to I’d like to draw your attention to sotnc of the benefiis seenre in the knowledge that goveriimcni was taking she expects yoluntecr qrgaiilztotiohs to pick uirihe slacL ;
Let’s have more ol {),at hsive accrued to communities all over the province, care of those who couldn’t take care of themselves. the goverinnent creates by cancelling certain servibesi ;vigilance and
’*• ... . . , khc bciKHts rnv ialkhig about h|tv;e hot Ktvmiicli to;^y^ ( ( Because the government's actions in this regtord are ;
that the new imtyor and council clearly articulate the critics perceive restraint to be, but rather with the times words neighbor Jind commnniiy. The only way to up volunteer efl’on all'over British Columbia today, but 
( ’*•'*'* procctiurcs which will guide their t),ai ),avc given Ihrth to restraint and the wTiy iit whibh;x^^( it has, novertliel^ss. iriggcrcd a good thing.
decision-making,, particularly in relation to any people cope, shore with those who had even less. ' All of this is. of course, not to^M times arc
’’partnership’* TWith private (Icvcibhers, and two, the eornmuhities. clitirch grbuns. service In those hays yohrheighbor w as vbilr fellow nian. not lb be welcbmed just because some eood mav mme of
;op)c. in(jobs...hidividual)y, t)iqsC:{uin.icjpaiUig(iii;ilic..r:M:. CuUiiii1hdhs. :Vv'huiadvci>Uy.Mriikcs, people seem ii ^ ........................... ^ ^.........
ork-shat itig iNchcmes earn somewhat less, but they mote willing to care for their fellow man. limes of distress, were it not for tire avvakening Of a^^^^^^^^^V
10 be Bui imuginc tiuvv imicli mure people would sul fer incommunity,, ............................... ... ..........
Oiic-shof public hearings on singlt? issues (tore a
diversion and a jousting arena and no subsitiinic lor on . |,nve. the MillsltoctiotV ( of:i keeping (httrnerous (people‘ (fbf lhis
eotng eivli-debmrv ,, woil.ing who v'oald oihcrv,'i'-c I'.ave been laid off, ph^Mvmvi.-noii, no; govcinmetii. Go',,;inniciu , ao, H'-.c le.b-n tlie iiglu'lc;.„un>, wc m.,> ts,miv;'Lim of iliis
, It should be clear to us all that ill-considered big ThtTolks of Cache Creek have wanted an aii strip for uiuating by mitme: Goveinnicnis can at best I'umi "lecession not only leaner and tncancr.arbsoinbv^^^^^^ 
projects would be ruinous to flic kind of community and y(|l.„•^ because the airport in neaiby zksluTolt is on piograms designed to lessen human misery, but they have you believe, but as vviscr and somevvNat betlcr^^;(
quiility of life ihitl wc wi,vlj lo see develop in the coming Indian land and operates on a yeai-to*>eat lease, LamKi(eml'ueilM>.se piugramswith thehi.mtanspiin, neighbors.
Sfcwarl Macktoy
Kigiitiy Ol wnmgly, out government lias decided ibai And in ibtu case, the suffciing will hqt;havo been In (s 
not 'urpridngtv, ii cannot al'foul to nmietvvriie manyofihe programs sei vain
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Three outgoing members of 
North Saanich council — Mayor Jay 
Rangel, and aldermen Alan 
Cornford and Jim Gumming — are 
trying to push through completion 
of the Cloake Hill development 
project with the approval of a 
development permit for the area, 
alderman-elect Rebecca Vermeer 
charged Friday.
Vermeer, who topped North 
Saanich polls at the Nov. 19 election 
said the decision to build 190 houses 
on one-acre parcels in the 200-acre 
site should be left to the incoming 
council. The current council is pre­
emptying the right of the new 
council to make decisions of how 
development in Gloake Hill should 
proceed, she says.
“And I think that’s morally 
wrong, although legally it’s 
council’s right to do so.’’
She says council has made a 
mockery of the public hearing 
process which put into place bylaws 
—- one amending the community 
plan another amended the zoning 
bylaw and a third bylaw which puts 
the housing project in a 
development permit area. The latter 
has yet to be approved.
Vermeer says the three bylaws 
were passed after public hearings 
Jan. 1 1983, and June 22 1983. 
Council must have thought the 
development had support, she adds,
'■i !<■
Rebecca Vermeer 
but claims the public hearings were 
“not fair andimpartial.’’
On Sept. 16, 1982, a meeting of 
committee A — which included 
Cornford, Gumming, Dick 
Herlinveaux, Nell Horth, and David 
Terrell, met and was chaired by 
Cornford, she explained. Others 
present included proponents of the 
Cloake Hill development proposal 
and Geoffrey Calvert was 
spokesman.
Vermeer says Calvert told the 
meeting the developers were 
proceeding with a one-acre 
residential subdivision without any 
formal assurance from council, 
other than a resolution giving 
approval in principle that the area 
would be rezoned subject to a review 
of the community plan.
In effect, Vermeer charges, 
council had already decided to 
approve the development prior to
public hearings. “To me, that’s 
morally wrong.” Vermeer says she 
has never seen such “total disrespect 
for the public hearing process.”
And she says there could be some 
legal questions, citing a recent 
decision in B.C. Supreme Gout by 
Judge Wallace who squashed a 
zoning bylaw passed by Richmond 
council on the basis that the 
petitioner was denied the right to a 
fair and impartial hearing — which 
demand contravenes the statutory 
requirements imposed on council by 
Section 720 of the Municipal Act.
She quotes lawyer Brian 
Ballington-Foote who remarked 
“the case has broken new ground in 
its broad statement of principal and 
in its application of the concept of a 
fair hearing to the public process in 
relation to zoning bylaws.”
And she says the applicable 
common law principles have been 
ennunciated by the Supreme Court 
of Canada in Wiswell et al versus the 
Metropolitan Corporation of 
Greater Winnipeg. The court held 
that in dealing with the proposed 
rezoning bylaw a council is acting in 
a quasi judicial capacity and it must 
act in good faith and listen to both 
sides.
Vermeer says she was elected with 
a majority vote and sees that as a 
strong mandate to ensure that any 
development projects — including
Cloake Hill — will give benefits to 
the municipality after costs and 
benefits have been weighed.
“1 am not convinced — as the 
proposal stands — that North 
Saanich is benefitting as a whole. 
There has been no quantitative 
analyses to show what costs North 
Saanich will have to bear and what 
benefits it is getting — and that’s 
what 1 would like to have, pending 
• approval.”
Vermeer says “not to have spoken 
up about this would have condoned 
the manner in which council has 
approached this whole development 
proposal” Development with 
adequate green areas — not just for 
an elite group but for all the 
municipality —^ is what Vermeer 
says she would like to see for the 
area." '
Also Available:
•PRAIRIE INN 1883 
•RESTHAVEN HOSPITAL 1929 
•STEVENS HOTEL 1885
Originals can be viewed at Westcoast Savings. Landmark Bldg. 
Sidney.,;
And she says she wants to try and 
restore respect to and for the public 
hearing process.
She plans to introduce rules and 
procedures for public hearings 
which will define the conduct of 
council, the developers and the 
public.
“In doing that we will ensure that 
the information presented to council 
is available to the public and the 
public will have a fair and impartial 
hearing of their concerns and the 
opportunity to evaluate the benefits 
and costs to North Saanich.”
iiioFe letters
Gpntiniied from Page A4
Shots recommended
An incident has occurred on Salt Spring Island that 
has given us cause for concern.
A raccoon that was sick enough to be caught was 
picked;up by our inspecfiif on: theTsland. The animal 
diedv we believe died of distemper. Animals in the wild 
like this can transmit to companion animals in so many 
ways that the; branch .would like to caution people to 
make sure their animals have shots for distemper and 
parvo. Booster shots are in order, too.
British Columbia and Vancouver Island do not have a 
problem with rabies yet, but rabies shots are 
fecbmiiie
But they don’t want to make any; personal effort inV 
the fight for the peace that just might insure their 
..children’s'future.";
no doubt that our offspring are the future. If 
we can’t be bothered to make the present nuclear war 
free for them we can forget about any enemies beyond: v 
the horizons because we will have become our own 
worst enemy.
Christmas season is upon us and the greatest gift we 
can give ourselves and our children is peace. We should 




Empress Hotel presents 
V i c t o r i a ’ s C o mmu n i ty 
Christmas Show at 1:30
mESEmmmm
•PAINT SEALANT RESTORES AND PROTECTS
:$yi^R00FS
•LIFETIME LEAKPROOF GUARANTEE
; yi^^ERCOAtlNG SOUND REBEL 
:L«RUSf AND ROAD NOISE PROTECTION:)
Ml AM
Lord only knows why he has , taken up this peace 






talking! peace while the others are screaming) nrioref 
missiles.
He deserves our support on this one, for once this one 
is in our best interests.
As Iphg^s itS^ still The Day Before, there is hope.:/
name and address withheld
Stelly’s:s€iys. thanks,
p.m. Dec. 3 in the Empress 
Hotel’s Crystal Ballroom. 
Doors open at 1 p.m. with a 
Ghristmas carol sing-a-long 
followed by a children’s 
show featuring your 
favorite clown, Ronald 
McDonald, and a special 
visit from Santa. Special 
treats for children will be 
^distributed after the show.
Admission is free and 
young or old are invited to 
"attend;;'"')''".":.'"^:"):;"
• CARPETl&LUPHpLSTERY -TAR REMOVAL 
n\ \ ^ ^ ! I i / //J , STEAM CLEANING ®VINYL ROOF CLEANING
•ENGINE SHAMPOO AND RECOLORING i
Gur Repuia^on is Qualify'... Sembe is our. Motto!
(RflOBILEfSTRIS AillNEmi^|Ff?EE;miSI^ATES ^
V/JM
I don’t believe it, L really .don’t believe the general 
reaction of people to the film The Day After. In the 
occurrence of an nuclear attack their only hope is that 
they will die quickly; accepting it all as if its the 
inevitable.
These same people I have watched for years
raise their families in reasonable Comfort,
Even at the possibility of an nuclear war they seem 
oyer-anxious to fold' up and die and lose everything they 
worked years for. Rather than fight for ,w^t is theirs 
they are content to sit on the fence and let the seemly, 
modest, few diehard pcatic demoristrators and 
concerned mothers fight the battles for them. These arc 
;the parents: who want their children inherit the
rewards of their years of effort,
Stelly’s school senior hbys’ soccer team is grateful to 
the following businesses and people for their generous; 
contributionsf o support our raffle.
Metro Toyota, Osburn industries, Mrs. Olsen/Mrs,) 
Sam,: Porter-Bolton Jewellers, Jim Gilbert, John 
Elliott, Peninsula Co-op,) Butler Brothers, The 
Brentwood Inn, Dairyland.
these sponsors to help our boys meet a large budget to 
enable us to travel toGreat Britain in March, 1984. i .
Tickets for this raffle are still available up to Dec. 9. 
Feel free to drop in at the school any time if you wish to 
purchase a ticket or book of 10.









2166 WIT; NEWTON GROSS ROAD, SAANIGHTON, B.G 
ON NIONDAY, DECEMBER 5,1983, at 2:00 PLM.
TIIC CEltCMOHlES WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE ACTIVITY LOUNGE 
OF THE NEW ADDITION. ACCESS WILL BE THROUGH THE 




2430 Bmcom Avenue 
Sidney, fJ.C. 
6B6-234S
L..J--— it.-• - .... ■ i u ..........--
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^ for B§st S&l&Cti&iiS... be an EABLY CHRISTMAS SHOPPER
O^LY
tdney. :oppe
CHBNA ★ CRYSTAL tSt GSFTS
2474 BEACON AVI.V -
S5BNEY





* ALL STEM WARE 
































to serve yoii . 
better /
103-2506 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY 65ft-3342
2426 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY s
2475 B BEACON Ave.
■r''''-'SIDNEY''"'-:;’''^"'.:''V:^^
656-2455 ^




















.criwos FMlwiDI XC/l)C,>p»tiv . .. . '
: tmn (OC.powtt'Cord ItitluiUii; liiilptV psck'" ***“'’|'*^ opurpilofli
J !(iniiti on duriijH,piioiio cioiiiol., Woighls :; ^ .*1''*^“!,' -'i'’' I
11</( IIH . (5 3 kgi, H'H Vi I'i?9 ? «m|, Po* n hondH, tie powtr coid onP oorphono Im [
W'lO'A" 1!6.7 c(n); 0'1CiVi'TJ6,7 t(ti ‘ii'dof' uioi only 4b wotinvpriac, Diomonp
■;Bolh:ipo<!ilhivro:pnlil»Sdioolo:'l.il.;,"^
! wiim-iip piciilto lubo, B'v (in,? cm) (I**! , /fj,!) * IH tw
ip»*k«r«iiPUMonly33w«iu,i«i*fl*povi«i,: ,1
CfPiOSS-»TWOpoilormoiIiiolMtoo iho«tmo 
votlilllo 3'Wty AD/I)('. opotlliop llip AM/FM
i 'T *' ■ ir"". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^ oititimic TV iiiinr: with 3’poiii|ioii boiiil
i»jw.i;,T.-i.;-i?.':i.,.miiiiaiii»wi^^ twilcb, Piiiit'luncllon tllPo rulo Uinlng Piti
I Wd' 'fliuh|.|iiitcliw i'llHF/WHF/fM; unlonpo
Bfonifo: IhiUli:' (in Purjblo.'puiin:,''cobmoi,.
' Vwilphl. 11 till, t» ksi:' tlib’/i":.tl4
" V'19‘,' (an t «'!■ n-ll)Vi'''|?(i,T cm), loib
y 'J
'To«f fail service pei sfore" 
AYoufpet'S happiness /s our business"
BIRDS - AQUARIUMS
SMALL ANIMALS ■ TROPICAL FISH 
PET ft HORSE SUPPLIES
. N(WMPMN*MMtl
. I -' ti- "i*", "
9:00-8:30
.51^ tiW" mod*lr"tiu|m«Voaiphim»,^,two-po4ilion Wl
*'■' ■" ' .'wS ; Hand,, fomovibiB tun vitor ind ciffyino' 'UifuPfh' i'
TRADES WELCOME- TERMS TO sun O.A.C. -FREE DELIVERY
»TM
CHRISTMAS HOURS 
7 DAYS a WEEK 
9:00 a.m. * 9:00 p.m,







BEAUTY-QUAUTY-VALUE IIOURSj 9 am. • 6 |i.m 
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Santa’s Gift Suggestions
SV'-'^ ■
A ;■; :^';\:jk: i>V:h.. rj ;-v i ^ U';l-i !%-
p.%vte:;
DO YOU HAVE 
LOVED ONES OVEmEAS?
Send your wire service 
orders early!
DeadSIne is Dec. 20th for overseas 
Christmas Delivery.
Come in and see 
our selection guide.
// /-■ ■ jr




* ' . . f . AV.S •
\_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ /
JHorget-jBte'-pot








2144 Keating X Road
652-9149
HAVING TROUBLE FINDING ANYTHING IN GLASS?
WE CAN HELP WITH TABLE TOPS, MIRRORS, 
MIRROR WALLS, ETCHED GLASS & MIRRORS. SKYLIGHTS. 
INSULATED WINDOWS, SHOWER & TUB ENCLOSURES; 

















"fTf Cfaristgnas ilIngers^ jOra ;wttli-^v





& Corsair ml Issfe ® ‘LADY ANME KMITS
IVIany styles & colours. 







|||i While Quantities Last
Unique puzzleSi that will 
entertain and ddlight.
» 2 PCE. VELOURS
SNAZZIE SEPARATES
- winter white & biack
Check In-Store Layaway
Specials Plan■4;y'4-.:-';..-r--v- 4..4.4 tiif
& SPORTING GOODS
Brentwood Shopping Centro ; ; 
Brentwood Bay 652-2822
1 h
7167 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwoiod Bay
652-3612
Open 9 - 6 daily
: Bi^nt
■V ' * / ' ::>;Division of
7060 Wv Saanich Rd', Brentwood Bay
652-5614
7105 W. Saanich Rd.
Brentwood Bay 652"3l43
...f.■! 't; r.:. A,; I . . ,i ' 1 . ; I 1 1 ,
can’t believe this is 
happening to me . . . 
honor student, 
cheerleader, debating club 
. . . it was just a prank! I 
never dreamed I’d have a 
criminal record!
IS a serious




, or you may
Could ];have been M a
1.1;
I -Afi;
0 IM t , I
' I ' ’ i
........ . ■
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Rail imbeaten streak
Island Furniture 
; continued their roll in 
juvenile hockey, blasting 
; visiting Esquimau 6-0 and 
running their unbeaten 
F" streak to three games.
• Shawn Strandberg was 
:• again brilliant in net, 
F recording his second 
; shutout in as many games.
In Bantam House League 
>■ action, Texaco swamped 
; Radio Shack 9-3 and 
Cornish’s got past Sidney 
; Movers by a score of 6-4.
I n M idget Inter-City 
I playV Sidney Tire continued 
it’s winning ways by 
Stripping North Saanich Fire
Dept. 5-2.
Havey’s, who failed to 
score a goal against Sidney 
Bakery a week earlier, 
turned things around last 
week as they hammered 
Ellehammer by a score of 9- 
1. In other Pee-wee action. 
Allbay slipped by Sidney 
Bakery 6-5.
Sidney Lions bombed 
Legion No. 37 10-3 and 
Central Saanich Police and 
Fire Department got by 
Sidney Pharmacy 7-4 in 
Pup A while Sidney Lions 
of Pup B edged Kiwanis 2-
Bowling
Single vehicle accident Nov. 27 on Pat Bay hwy. near Weiler Ave. sent driver 
Thomas Chad, 10432 Resthaven Dr. to Saanich Peninsula Hospital amt 
released following day. Motorcycle accident Nov. 23 off White Birch Rd. 
resulted in serious injuries to John R. Jones, 350 Belmont Rd., Victoria. He 
was later transported to Vancouver General Hospital.
Murray Sharratt Photo
By Lyall Riddell
Congratulations to Bill 
Elson, who won Mr. Mikes 
dinner last week by bowling 
183 POA in the Friday 
Night League. Also, 
congratulations to Mary 
Maughon, Golden Age 
League for getting a 
‘‘Superspare”.
Top scores (Nov. 21-25) 
in the Golden Age League: 
Vera Gabriel 647 (239), Gus 
Dumont 629 (228), Jean 
Callow 636 (259), Pat Niven 
626 (214), Linda Bryne 625 
(226).
Legion: W. White 665 
(231), D. Russell 649 (263), 
C. Riddell 631 (264).
Friday Night: F. Cooper 
745 (303).
Commercial: Shirley
Elision 734 (337), Doug 
Ellison 697 (283), Ron
Doran 691 (233), Ron Clark 
690 (237), Frank Green 685
(276), Rita Olsen 627 (248).
YBC (Saturday) 
Junior/Senior: V. Mobey 
583 (208); Bantam: T.
Pleasance 475 (180); Pee- 
wee (2): C. Mobey 218
(121).
YBC (Sunday)
Junior/Senior: R. Turnbull 
259 (207); Bantam: T.
Bewley 419 (158); Pee-wee 
(2): M. Barclay 240 (141),
SIDNEY MEAT WiARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
AIL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED. GUARANTEED CANADA “A"
WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR
CHRISTNIAS
FRESH TURKEYSI HAiS
Deadline Thursday, Dec. 1st.
FREEZER PACK DRAW To be Drawn Dec. IBtii. 




8 Toesdayy Dee. 6
for staff Christmas Dinner.
: John Hermsen scored a 
Fpair of goals and set up
German, Jeff Stevens and 
Dale Nordstrom were other 
marksmen for the Eagles.7 another as Peninsula Signs 
iEdgles defeated Saanich
-Braves 6t4 in Bantam Rep Grant Sjervan went the 
Fhockey action Nov. 24 at distance in net and was 
•tTearkes Arena.: ^ ^ instrumental in upping his
F; Trevor Skakun, Paul team’s win-loss league
recordto 4-1. ^ the Eagles was John
On Nov. 21 the Eagles Hermsen with two goals 
travelled to Fuller Lake and and one assist while single 
were edged 5-4. tallies came from Paul
Again the top sniper for German and Blaine Wilson.
SIX POINT ROOF TUNE UP 
Om STOREY








Parkland senior boys 
■ volleyball team capped a 
■'successful season by 
-claiming their first ever 
; ranking in the provincial
They placed 10th in a 
; tough field of 12 at the B.C. 
Aingle A high school boys 
‘ volleyball championships 
:'-Nov. 25 and 26 at Lambrick 
: Park in Victoria.
> The Kootenays Mt. 
:Sentinel won the 
'.tournament with a strong 
-performance over Smithers 
:4n the final, while Lambrick 
;;Park defeated K.L.O. of 
• Kelowna to take third
and Alike^^ T
an r exciting brand of 
volleyball and several 
players on the team caught 
the eye of provincial junior 
team scouts. As a result 
Mike McCullough, Tom 
Johnson and Christian 
Schmidt have been invited 
to attend tryouts later this
winter;
Other team members 
Terry Jphel, Eric Eichhorn, 
Dave Ew'ing, Laire Bennett, 
Cam Stea and captain Al 
Carmichael also played 
well.
^Exhibition ' matches to 
Fopen the tournament saw 
•:the UVic Vikings down 
FLabats Six Packs by scores 
:;of8-15, 15-13 and 15-8.
F The Parkland squad 
^^(wohed by "Terryl^^^
. The boys and coaching 
staff would like to thank all! 
the students, staff and 
parents who cheered them 
on. They also wish the 
senior girls volleyball tearn 
the best of luck in the B.C; 
cham pio n ships this 
weekend in Port McNeil;
'TiS TNE SEASON FOB
SIDNEY FIRE DEPTF 
NEEDS TOYSITOYS!
Please drop your toy 
Idonailonsjff'at'lliO;, 
Fire Hall on Tubs. & 
■■tT'h 11 r s. p i m p .m
PRICE *9900 656-0826
Sorry for any mcomemeoeo.
a I??,
3 YEAR WARRANTY PARTS & LABOUR
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WITli MECHAfllCAl TUNER 1
26^' COLOUR 
TELEVISION 







APARTMENT SIZE tFli Modof
FiiF:
SiDNEY
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Teacher
walkout
Continued from Page Al
M
Earlier at the same 
meeting superintendent 
Claude Campbell explained 
the 1984 budget has been 
reduced by about $916,000 
from original estimates in 
August partly because there 
are 132 fewer students in 
district schools than had 
been anticipated. The total 
1984 budget now amounts 
to $18,800,000 — a net 
increase of about $114,000 
over last year’s budget.
Trustees agreed it will be 
agonizing to establish 
priorities even though “this 
is not a complete surprise’’, 
chairman .lohn Betts said.
“There will be weeping 
and wailing and gnashing of 
teeth’’ particularly among 
teachers.
“They won’t need to be 
hit over the head to 
understand the implications 










Substitute teacher Maxwell Tracy told Saanich 
school board Monday night he was “profoundly 
indignant’’ at the school district’s methods of 
choosing substitute teachers.
Tracy has been on the substitute teachers list for 
the last 14 months but has yet to be asked to work. “1 
feel worse than a can of peas.’’
Tracy suggested the school district employs unfair 
methods for engaging the services of substitute 
teachers as there is not equal opportunity.
He asked the board to set up a fair inventory of 
substitute teachers and to test and expand their 
abilities.
per diem forOtherwise “why pay 
babysitters?’’he asked.
“A good sub.stitute teacher is invaluable, maybe 
even better than (some) regular teachers who hide 
beind contracts and do the minimum’’he said.
Tracy took the opportunity of appearing before 
the board to offer some advice about the recent 
teachers’ strike.
“Ask teachers to do some soul searching about the 
return of stolen goods’’he said.
The board plans to meet with the Saanich Teachers 
Association to consider ways to make up for the 
three days lost during the strike
Kittyhawk Air Cadet 
Squadron 676 will be 
participating in the Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award 
Rappel-a-thon Dec. 3 at the 
Empress Hotel in Victoria. 
Aim of this event is to raise 
funds for the award 
program and promote
awareness of the scheme for 
people aged 14-25 years.
People are urged to 
attend 8 a.m. to dusk and 
find out more about the 
awards or help sponsor one 





Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves).
■Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 
MARIN A COURT «znd sir«i 656-4443
to crime prevention
officers
Offices elected Nov. 9 at 
a meeting of Knights of 
Pythias meeting at Sidney 
Lodge include:
Fred Dubois, chancellor 
commander; Les Blow, 
V i c e - c h a n c e 11 o r t k e n 
Mollett; secretary; Al 
H o r to n , secretary- 
treasurer; Joe Fenton, 
;treas u r er; J ay V inden, 
prelate; Jim Mplnar, master 
of works; R. Gagnohi 
master arms; A. D. ' Ross, 
inner guard; W.R. 
Southworth, outer guard.
Due to impending eye 
surgery Stan Watling 
declined nomination. 
Installation, of officers will 
take place in January.
Crime prevention starts 
with community
involvement and awareness.
That’s the word from a 
spokesman from Sidney 
RCMP, who are 
participating in Canada’s 
first National Crime 
Prevention Week, Nov. 27- 
"Dec. 3. ■
Ten years ago Sidney 
RCMP first introduced 
such a concept into the 
community. Since then 
programs as
neighbourhood Watch, 
Business and Marine 
W a t c h, Q pi e r a t i b n
Identification, ? Protection 
of Senior Citizens arid 
Block Parents have evolved" 
arid according to police are 
working.
The RCMP’s general 
philosophy stresses that all 
sectors of society including 
business must get involved 
in; crime prevention isntead
of relaying on police alone.
Crime places an 
enormous social and 
economic burden ' on 
everyone says the 
spokesman, with rising tax 
dollars for law 
enforcement, higher prices 
for consumers and lower 
profits for merchants being 
the end result. The 
Insurance Bureau of 
Canada r e p o r t s t h a t; 
insurance-related crimes 
now exceed one billion 
dollars per year/
Community crime 
prevention means people 
sharing the; responsibility 
for making the; place they: 
live more secure and that, 
according to the 
spokesman, is the key for 
the future.
Anyone interested in 
crime prevention programs 
for local areas may contact
Prices Effective 
Wed. Hov. 30 to 
Sat., Dec. 3, 
1983
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30








WIN A SUNRISE HOLIDAY FOR TWO TO RENO 






Enter with any purchase of instant or Ground Wlaxwel 


















Expansion of Sidney camera meeting of council, 
fireball was indicated in a property east of the present 
brief reference at Monday fireball was ordered 
night’s meeting of Sidney consolidated for the future 























In a release of No comment was offered; 
information from an in- by aldermen.
..Ib
I
North Saanich committee to ; c6ntinuew stabilization 
recommended; Monday work /on Pat Bay beach 
night; that $4,000 be reclariiriiatibn project/^^^^^ ^; / 






















;: / /1 litre bottle
$188iL'in
I ■' 
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CHRISTMAS
NAPKINS 140 s. . . . . . . . . . . . .
KRAFT
Cheese Slices sooi; :/ :
CAESAR
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/ bolls to deliver
agfjroBBiyo wiuvor 
(road combinod : 
with tho adchjd
F;l[kY\OOli 1^: C|lJllCfv f IdiT y,
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highway mileage firm Inntnriiit (lihd /
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As Low An As'.Low'Aa,
*103“^:':':
Winter Imctioh at 
economical 
;pr^ic<3s~-thi8''' ribri- 
radial tire haa 
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Sorry, says pioneer May John.
The old Brackman-Ker mill is not 
a fine home on Blue Heron Rd. 
John, who lives on Blue Heron 
Rd. says the pen and ink drawing 
by Garry Bentham in last week’s 
Review was not the Brackman- 
Ker Mill.
Instead, she says it shows a 
corner of the Brackman store and 
North Saanich post office and the 
building on the right was the old 
North Saanich Hotel.
And she has a different story to 
tell about the old mill.
> In January, 1878, Saanich 
Steam Mill commenced grinding 
every variety of local grain—- 
more particularly, oats. The mill 
was a boom to the Saanich 
Peninsula as hitherto a oatmeal 
had been imported from the U.S.
On March 10, 1878, the first 
shipment of flour and rolled oats 
arrived in Victoria by the sloop 
Helen.
Henry Brackman, an ex-miner 
from the Caribou goldfields 
acquired four acres from D. 
McDonald on a point of land in 
(then Shoal Harbor) Tsehum 
Harbor and built a large steam 
grist-mill, the water coming from 
the McDonald farm flumes 
across Blue Heron basin. 
Brackman also built a warehouse 
and general store with a" post 
office—^ the original wicket is in 
Sidney Museum, John adds.
The store and the warehouse 
kill on the brigirial site now form ; 
an attractive private home, she 
says.
A wharf was constructed 150 i 
feet into the bay and among the 
first ships to call were the Maud, 
Amelia, Wilson G. Hunt, the 
Enterprise and the Rithet.
The general store carried on a 
thriving busines for 28 years with 
regular customers coming from 
as far as Cowichan, Mayne 
Island, Portland- Island, Salt 
Spring, and South’Saanich. The 
day account books are still 
preserved.
Brackman’s first partner was 
C. Milne and the business was 
known as Saanich Steam Grist 
Mill — one of the original sacks 
has the name printed on it in the 
museum. The first miller was 
ydung Alexander Meiiaglt; who;
had learned his trade in Ontario.
The first telephone line ran 
from Victoria to the mill and to 
George McTavish’s home. 
McTavish had free telephone 
service in return for keeping the 
line in repair to Victoria.
After a few years Brackman 
dissolved the partnership with 
Milne and took in young David 
Ker and the mill then become 
known as the Brackman-Ker 
Milling Company.
The trademark B and K 
became a household word and 
several generations were raised 
on B and K porridge. David Ker 
imported a new strain of oats 
called Banner, which were 
excellent for milling into rolled 
oats, John says.
David John received a gold 
medal at the Chicago 
International Fair in 1892 for his 
Banner Oats and the medal is in 
the museum. When the mill 
finally moved to Victoria 
Brackman converted the huge 
mill building into the North 
Saanich Hotel. Mr and Mrs. 
Wright and Tom Forfar, a 
brother of Mrs. Wright, took 
over management of the hotel. 
Store and post office in 1893.
Henry Brackman died June 6, 
1906. A generous, good man and 
friend to many, he died a 
bachelor, John says, leaving his 
share of the business to the Ker 
family.
v; On Dec. 6, 1906, the four-acre 
mill site, all buildings, hotel and 
hotel furnishings and all livestock 
were sold for $3;250. The receipt 
has been preserved.
Finally, in a public notice in 
the Colonist dated Jan 1,1907, 
the North Saanich Hotel, 
formerly known as Wrights, and 
the post office building was 
acquired for private purposes.
i:
Tojp left, painting of 
original Brackman- 
Ker Mill, below. North 
Saanich Hotel arid top 
right, A lex Menagh, 
first miller at B arid K 
in 1878. Photos 
courtesy May John.
in some part of North Saanich 
after January 1907, the notice
Russell Ker, David Ker’s son, 
donated a large oil painting of the 
B and K mill to Sidney Museum, 
ijlt was executed in 1878 by Mrs. 
Copeland, grandmother of 
Donald McDonald, of 
Courtenay.
Island Cat Fanciers plan 
their next meeting 8 p.m; 
Dec. 7 at the SPCA 
bbardroorh on Napier Ave. 
X11 cat lovers weIcome. For 
more Information call 382-
.’cause I used Safer’s 
Flea Soap; Organic^ safe 
:..andatall pet 
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Tim Fitzharris is not only a gifted photographer, but 
also a man who loves and understands much about nature 
and animaFbehaviour. Those who read nature magazines 
from almost any part of North America will be familiar 
with his photographs, bften'characterized by his masterly 
use of light. That quality, combined with action and detail, 
.marks:his work'.f':’-";;
FRIDAY, DECEMBER gth 
7-9 P.M.




Paul's: House of Portraits ,
i :: 4 \ y:
&v
a fir
While the emphasis is on wildlife photography , there are 
also fine images of moody Island rivers, flowers and 
mquhtairt scenes. :Each page is a; delight to the eye; 
Fitkharris and his editor have chosen awide variety of 
ipictufes. '/v
If I had to choose a favourite, and it would be difficult, 1
into a cloudy seashore twilight.
The island’s text, almost as well written as the 
photographs are composed, supports the visual material, j 
explaining something of the natural history of Vancouver , 
Island and the specific subject illustrated. The Island, is a 
beautiful production, one of the best examples of wildlife I 
. photography books I’ve had the pleasure of viewing. -- ^ *
The book is available through either the Sidney-North | 
Saanich or the Central Saanich branch of the regional 
library.
f > < '■ *1^ A r f ^
J-
“''"y y >'
■ '.-V^ ■ X
■; Sidney T Lions are : Santa Claus qh hand to visit
X planning aj sausage and wvithx youngsters fand hand 
pancake ; breakfast from ; out fruit and candies, 
their famous Lunchbox^^^^^f;^^M^^^^^^^^ of Sidney’s 
t cantcien 8’3() - 11:30 :a.nt : yoltmteer fire department 
l5ec: 17 in Sanscha Hall.x will be helping Lions and
WORKOUT ON HARDWOOD FLOORS TO .
TOE NEWEST '
DIIVIENSSQN IN FITNESS! 1
COMBINING
jt’s a great treat forthe kids - Santa. There’ll; be coffee;: 
with a Christmas tree and ; for moms and dads; X j
^NIONDAY-l-O'TRmAYS, 
9:00 to 10:00 a.m. 
:T10:30':: to :;lli30;:^.m.;-:;:
AT SIDNEY’S MOST EXPERIENCED
AmiQmmEm:
; ■* 45 MINUTE AEROBICS *
complimented: BYxKSkOR^
* SELF DEFENCE C0;LJRSE *t: T^
T/t-X,' : ■ ’.jX
T.::For live-:>'cais;-i1arvcy''-.:Dcc.;/li/-on::iJ(;acon',:,Ave,'■":j'ice''load,,of fivcjons,;‘‘bui" 
Currie has been organizing Meanwhile Currie' is wc won’t make it, we’re not
Christmas holly sales in organizing an airlift for the going to sell that amount of
Sidney and other holly through Pacific holly.” Currie says.
J conmnniities in ILC. to Western Airlittes to liurns fhe holly is cut at .lohn 
' r.'Mse Imuis t<M- the Lake, Salmon Arm. MacArthei’s Sparion Rd.





This year iluMccession will and other points .where society project chairman
hit '•ales wliieh usually PWA touches down. Currie says nil labor  
I average out .u 1.S40() - if Arinually, the airline c.vocpt MacAriht'r’s -- is
.WCAcan clear $3,000 I’ll be provides air transportation volunteer. Proceeds go to 
■ awlully liii|>py, Currie says, free of charge, Curries .say.s. the Canadian Cancer













$2.00 DROP IN 
$17.50 book or 10 tickets 




'x-.-.jh 2 PCE. SUITS
BABYSITTING & WEIGHT ROOM 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
. - nhnne 656-1558 - •
XB.X'X'vXX 'f-:
CLIP THIS COUPOri FOR
'■‘■’''ll'
ONE FREE KAEROBIGILASS
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I iSgisI PRICES IN EFFECTNOV. 29 - DEC. 3, 1983
10% MEMBER 
DISCOUNT EVERY TUESDAY!
smmPE ui^swEETEi^e, ^ ^ %Unm?E UI^SWEETEISP' ;;ICIlEEI«EXWKiIE'














CLATOTO jyiCE 1.36litre... .....
■HEINZ
TOMATO KETCHUP 1 litre........







BEAHS WITH POHIC ses mt ..;......
DELfiflONTE FANCY CREAM/KERNEE ^^^
COIIH 398mLy34lmL . .. .g 
■AYLBIER











FLAKED HAMmg ..... ........
WELCH'S














COLORED MARGARINE 907g ...
ROBIN HOOD ONE-STEP
CAKE MIX Assorted 450g ........
DREAM WHIP









DILL PICKLES Garlic, No Garlic 1 litre' 
BICK’S POLSKIE OGORKI














CO0KIES7oog . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*2.2S JOHNSON BAR-B-Q, BLANCHEDSPANISH PEAHUTS cello600g $2 m





.. DOG KIBBLE 16 kg bag...:...... *13.4S
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PORK LOIN ROASTS
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Regular day visitor to centre, Katherine Evans sorts over Christmas items. Volunteer Anne Johnson helpHarotd Nunn make Christmas decorations.
v;'3y;R6salind'Galderv 
■ If a word^could ' be chosen; 
syrnboiize; the
bay Gare Centre for the: Eldefiy : 
it would surely be “caring”. This 
centre is run by a competent 
group of people — both paid 
staff and volunteer workers — 
whose aim in life is to show 
senior citizens that we do care.
Situated in lovely grounds, 
close to the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, and with a beautiful 
view ;of.the; ocean, the centre is a^ 
hive of acUvity frpm^^
Friday «each;\veeki;pfpyiding^^^a 
:,variety of sebices to' seniors^a^^ 
many; and varied activities with 
an emphasis oh individual needs,
The problems of aging strikeTis 
all regardless of sex, race or 
station in life; The centre’s 
clientele come from all walks of 
life, adding variety and color to 
the. enyifonmeht. Conversations 
are often heard of life in far off 
places such as New ZeaIand, 
Hong Kong and the U.K., as well 
as the joys of life as a bridge 
player playing in everv .state in 
■■ thc'U .S;:f,
The centre provides ;a service: 
not; only to the individual client 
but to the family as well;, Clients 
benefit by havirtg a place to come 
to share their time and life 
experiences; for many it is the 
solution to an otherwise lonely 
life. The family benefits by 
having'a few hours release from 
the pressures of caring of an 
elderly person. The availablility 
of the centre is responsible for 
keeping many families together.
We all know that if we look 
well we feebweli;this is important 
ho mutter;;what stage of life;we 
have reached. The centre 
provides personal i' eare ; and 
grooming on a daily basis. Baths, 
perhis, :hair-cuts and; sets; nail 
;;care,; are all; rotitine as, well; as 
teeth care (dentist appointments 
arranged) plus supervision of 
medication' (contact maintained 
with client’s doctor).
Transport to and from the 
physiotherapy department at the 
hospital is prbvided; and lab test 
when necessary.;A hot nourishing 
meal is served daily ;and cold 
suppers arc provided for those
seniors who live on their own and 
are unable to prepare a rrieal. ^ 
;bhe ; day,;; about; s everg^^^^^^ 
weeks,;, chaos ;reigas; on fthef day; 
the podiatrist is present. All 
seniors in need of foot care 
attend the centre which means a 
heavier load than on a normal
day. Attention to feet can put a; 
.smile on one’s face and add a
lightness to one’s step.
Most seniors are eager to take 
advantage of the services which 
are also offered to those who do 
not normally attend the centre. 
All that is necessary is for an 
appointment to be made through 
the centre.
After; lunch the day care staff 
have to c6pe;with other members 
of the comnmujty as well as their 
own seniors - between 30 and 40 
people, Extra yolunteer help is 
always needed on this day.
d'he centre provides a wide 
range; of indoor and outdoor 
;actiyities.;Seniors arc encouraged 
to show their individual talents 
and there are a number of people 
who busy themselyes with oil and; 
water color painting, vycaving.
needlework, together;; with / a 
:yafiety :of other crafts;(;a,quilt;is 
at present bei ng ma de i n 
preparation for the annual 
Christmas Fair Dec. 3 at 
Sanscha.)
Cooking is encouraged along 
with other household tasks to 
enable seniors to do these jobs at 
home. Bingo sessions- are often in 
full swing with some oldtimcr 
talking great pleasure in calling 
out the numbers and adding his 
ow'n humorous comments. 
Gribbage, dominoe and other 
indoor games are a daily 
occurrence.
; Sing-song; s es si ons are; always' 
enjoyed and every I'uesday piano 
music is provided by a; Volunteef 
helper which' usually ends with a 
sing-song: As well as the tlie 
piano the center has a small 
organ ;a-- and a senior will ;
occasibnaly be found striking ouf: 
a tunc.
For the book wbrrris there is a > 
good selectibii of ;bbbkk in both ; 
sin a 11 and ex t ra 1 a rge p r i n t as we 11 
yas; a daily newspaper and 
n u in e r o ti s in a g a z i n c s. A
yCentre'Ccheei^ui^:cdd^^^^
giecnhmi.se' is provided in the Eaittcr and Halloween arc all
ground.s and there arc a few green celebrated in, Ihc traditional
; thumbs who care for the plants manner. Birthdays are always a
ihrouglt the summer months. good excuse for a beautiful cake
Walks around the grounds, provided by Olive, the cook,
weathei permitting, are part of Throughout the year youth
daily exercise which is also groups such as scouts, guides and
provided indoors. cubs provide enierUiinrnent as
Outings are organized as often well as school bands and various
ns possible. During stimmcr individuals.
monllis piaiics .ire arranged to hominy visits to the centre are 
teaches, parks, siaf members' ^ „ ^pcA who always
. homes, and by myiialion to the bringlok dr two: nninthls::wi h
y;
I
grounds ol ntiercsied eonnnunity ,|,cmf.- causing much I,ilarity..A 
, members (16-20 seniors are |„e„j, clergyman: visits Aveekly to
usually accomroodai^J on these giva; Icbrnfdrt and: eodnsemng:
: ,out ngs t: Oim pmne ibis snnuner ; •; where,needed,; The centre is; niso; 
ook piaec in the o by individuals and groups,
heamilu property overlooking Interested: in: geriatrics;nnd:is a :
: ‘‘’f:' source of training for badges for
Ibinng winter months every memberVbf the s^iiimbvahcni. 
Thursday is shopping day when a nrctimcisot tttc.scout movcmciu.
ymallgfoupofseniors visit otic of Ihc centre provides an 
the shopping mails lb do personal effecl iveltnd nccessai ^sbryice in
shopping ■ c.xiia voUmtcr.s arc our cammunity, Without it many;:
; always tieccletl bn
Visits to MacDonalds or an ice years In Ionellriess‘and Isolation,
; crcaiu bar arc always enjoyed. Volunteers are always needed and
t-in icrt II i nment and greatly appreciated -• it i.s with
t.cichraiions arc an impcmimi their help this service is
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By Helen l.an^
;,
Yesterday being our first sunny day for what seemed like 
years, “himself” and I spent several hours out in the 
garden. The ground here is completely sodden and my 
carefully dug ditches brimming v/ith muddy water, so now 
we are considering pumping them out when we have heavy 
■'rains.'.v, ^
version of the pump 
used to drain flooded basements would do the trick. 
Certainly something is going to have to be done or we will 
lose the fruit trees, and the black and red currants and the 
gooseberries. My ditches have directed the water straight to 
a fine red currant bush which is now sitting unhappily in 
what looks like a full bath-tub. So much for my 
engineering ability ! ^ ^
While digging out some of the begonias discovered that 
the daffodils underneath had been trying to grow around 
the begonia bulbsv and were sort of twisted, but I’m sure 
they will straighten out by the time they pop through the 
soil. It’s a nice feeling to see those strong shoots coming, 
and know that before too long the garden will be full of 
promises of spring.
The Dutch Iris foliage is already eight inches high, the 
snowdrops are up (but riot in flower) and the crocus are 
coming along as well. The winter jasmine is in full bloom 
already. . .which is sort of a shame, it’s so nice to have it in 
Janua,ry.: Once again the anemonies are up and going 
■strong. ■"
Fortunately they are planted in a pot, so we moyed the 
pot around onto the front porch where they will get some 
; shdter from the wind arid cold.;
Himself had a fine time doing some hibiscus 
jjrdpagation. He prefers to do this; sort of thirig all pri his; 
own, since I am inclined to hover around offering all kinds 
of unwelcome suggestions, so I went off, only peeking in 
occasionally to make sure he hadnT amputated a finger 
along with a cutting. Wives can be very annoying at times!
He put the hibiscus cutting (12 of them; . .one for us 
and 11 as an insurance policy) into a mixture of sand, peat
and soil. 1 didn’t ask about li?,.’ proportions, but observed 
in passing that there ru p . ••(! to be more sand than 
anything else. Since ilicr - ., still a lot of room in the flat
he also put in a iiuintx-r ol hydrangea cuttings.
Although he doesn’t garden “bv the book,” he does 
have an aina/ing amount of sucv.'ss. . .it got to be that 
green thumb business (siiid she, ill) a sniff of envy.)
Found a sprouting onion iu amongst the others 
yesterday, and this is one of the nice things about storing 
onions in plastic rnesh bags. . .you can spot the trouble 
before it spreads. A sprouting onion won’t keep, and when 
it rotsWill spread the problem to others, so it “has to go!”
Naturally it is almost at the bottom of the bag, so the 
whole 40 pounds will have to be spilled carefully out on the 
floor to get at that one beastly onion. Sometimes I wonder 
about this business of gardening, but that’s just because 
it’s raining again.
Went to a very interesting garden club meeting last 
night. The speaker Dick Keepence, gave a demonstration 
of pruning red and black currants and gooseberries and 
then showed us how to make cuttings that almost certainly 
will root, even without using rooting hormones, such as 
Seredix.
The main thing is to get the cutting into the vermiculite 
right side up and after that, if you just keep them watered, 
nature does the rest. . .they seem absolutely bent on 
growing!
One other thing about these three “small fruit” bushes is 
that they hate wet feet and must be planted in well-drained 
soil. Our redcurrant bush is about to be moved into a 
raised bed, . .it is our only hope for drainage, and we do 
love redcurrant jelly.
Do keep an eye on your houseplants now that furnaces 
and fireplaces are in daily use. The atmosphere will be 
much drier and they will need more frequent watering. If 
the top of the soil looks dry then it is likely they could do 
with a drink.
Another thing to keep in mind is just how close your 
plants are to heat registers — they may appreciate the 
warmth, but not those blasts of hot air that must convince 
them they somehow ended up in Egypt during the windy 
season. ' '■ ■
We have a handsome Jade tree that got so annoyed at us 
that it grimly dropped a whole branch just to prove it 
didn’t like its proximity to the hot air vent on the floor. 
The vent was Closed, but there was still enough hot air 






A New Horizons grant 
has been used to open a 
Victoria branch of the 
Alzheimer’s Support 
Association of B.C. which 
offers information on 
disease in the Victoria 
Institute of Gerentology on 
Fairfield.
Staffed by volunteers, the 
office is open 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. Monday, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday, and 
there’s an answering service 
for people who call at other 
times.
Of the 34,000 projected 
cases of dementia in B.C. 
two-thirds will be classified 
as Alzheimer, a distressing 
degenerative brain disease 
for which there is no cure.
Elood clinic 
at Sanscha
A blood donor clinic will 
be held 2-8 p.m. in Sanscha 
Hall, Beacon Ave. Dec. 7. 





Senior citizen can > enjoy 
the following activities at
* i.
..yer^^Threads centre,
10030 Resthayeri Dr., „ 
Daily' - cards, billiards, 
library, morning coffee, ' 
lunch, aftrernoon tea.
Monday - 9 a.m.
ceramics; 9:30 a.m. 
beginner’s French; 10 a.m, 
quilting; 11:45 a.m. lunch; 
12:30 p.m. ceramics; 1:30 
p.m. swim club, 7 p.m. 
games night and duplicate 
bridge.
Tuesday - 9 a.m.
Spanish, painting; 10 a.m. 
Serenaders; 11:45 a.m. 
lunch; 1 p.m. lapidary, 
whist, beginners bridge; 
7:30 p.m. bingo,
Wednesday - 9:30 a.m. 
advanced French, novelties; 
11:45 a.m. hot lunch; 1 
p.m. discussion group, 
silversmlthing; 2 p.m.
; concert. Film 1 p.m. last
Wednesday of each month;
7 p.m. duplicate bridge.
Thursday - . 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary, weaving; 10 a.m. 
carpet bowling; 11:45 a.m. 
lunch; 1 p.m. bridge, tai 
chi, 1:30 p.m. dressmaking; 
7-9 p.m. crib.
Friday - 9 a.m. Spanish; 
9:30 quilting, keep fit; 10 
a.m; ceramics;, 11:45 lunch; 
1:30 p.m. bells, chess, 
jacko; 6:45 p.m. contract 
bridge and whist.
Saturday and Sunday - 1 
p.m. to 4 p.m;; open for 
drop-ins.;Stariip Club first 
an d thrid Saturday
Dec. 7 - Concert 2 p.m. - 
Serenaders
Dec. 10 - Christmas
Dance 6:30 p.m.
Dec. 14 - Christmas 
Dinner 12 noon
".;bec.' 3l:-."Ncw, Year’s Eye, 
dance 8:36 p; rri^
More than 70 gift-filled 
tables will provide a variety 
of choice for visitors to the 
Community Christmas Fair 
sporrsored by the Peninsula 
Corrimunity Association 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m. Dec. 3 at 
Sanscha Hall.
This year youngsters 
from Sidney Teen Activity | ‘ P-* ' ^ \
Group (STAG) will work | 7 '/
^ "art, craft
KNITWEAR
hand-in-hand with Sidney 
Lions and their Lunchbox 
mobile canteen, with the 
Lions organizing luncheon 
specials and afternodn tea 
and STAG teenagers 
working under their 
direction.
Toys and gifts will be 
n gratefully accepted for The 
Review-Sidney Lions 
; Christmas Fund. ^
CORNER W, SAANICH RD: & KEATING X RD.










Yoii’vo ttioil Itio "good'’ limes in town ... 




















ALL PARTS And OIL EXTRA
Blade off Mower 
Blade on Mower:
TliNE UP & SHARPEN ONLY
Hand Push ;
S/P Rear Throw 
S/P Front Throw
iALL PARTS ANn OIL EXTRA
,Conimo(:cinl ,;rnnchinBi niid, 
Grocihs/rriDWOfS SIO^OO ox- 
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A Look the Fast
trom 1843
,by
Cubbon Arts Club iv;
s’/y IbJ./ .iL-.,.. iv'... 4..-
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Arts, crafts 
show
Saanich Peninsula Arts 
and Crafts Society (SPAC) 
plans an exhibition of 
paintings in McPherson 
Playhouse mezzanine lobby 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Dec. 5 to 
Jan. 6 Works include oils, 
watercolors and mixed 
media.
A group of artists — average age 80 years — feature in a 
unique show at Maples Gallery Dec. 4-19. It’s unique 
because of their age and because most of them have not 
been involved in art prior to 1981 — and total gross 
proceeds from the exhibition and sale will benefit only 
Cubbon Arts Club and Cubbon Adult Dav Care Centre.
Maples Gallery has donated its staff and space and will 
not share in the proceeds — gallery owner Daryl Foster 
says'
The exhibition features all original drawings used to 
compile a book titled Look into the Past, Victoria 
Buildings from 1843. biow termed a collector’s item, the 
book is also on sale. It’s a joint effort by members of the 
Cubbon Art group with funding as.sistance by New 
Horizons and with the help and encouragement of Dorothy 
Ross, who runs the adult day care centre.
Contributors to the show include Nina Webster, Ethel 
Carson, Doris Hughes, Rose Wilding, Martha Gisslch, 
Mary Francis, Mollie Hunter, Gerald Hunter, Win Dovey 
and Ray Sleeper.
The presentation includes the show and sale of drawings 
of Victoria buildings and other selected drawings and 
paintings.
t , 'V •** 0. ,'<• ' :
- ■■
,\,y s'-'*"'
1 ’ * . 'ilT' * I ’■
The exhibition opens at Maples Dec. 4 when artists will 
be in attendance 2-4 p.m. The show runs through to Dec. 
19 and gallery hours are 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m. daily. There is no 
admission charge.
Maples Gallery is located in Central Saanich, at the 
cornbr of Keating Cross Rd, and West Saanich Rd.
1
J
' ' ' ; 'll* "J'll'l!
, , * ' * I
j V -*'<1 “ ’ .
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.dedicatiori:
The congregation of the 
Friendship Baptist Church ? 
invites the public to 
celebrate the dedication of 
its new church 5 p.m. Dec.
4 at 7820 Central Saanich 
Rd. Rev. Ernest KratofU |
says he’s expecting 50 
people from the mainland, 
some 200 from the Saanich 
Peninsula, a 35-voice choir 
from North Vanebver’s 
Delbrook Baptist Church, 
and its pastor, Virgil Olson; 
and a gue.st, the executive 
director of the Columbia 
Bapti.st Conference, Dr. 
John H. Ferguson.
I Refreshniehts ' will he 
seryediT following the 
dedicatiort service.











Island Viei freezer l^td;
' • W loss dui! lo 
, culling and boning will v increase Ilie price per pound/kg
7005 East Saanich Rd. i 652-2411
8-5 Wlon>Thurs. 8-6 Frl.
Debbie Stmway, daughter of Dave and Hetty 
Stan way, and Kevin Grant, son ()J Mr. and Mrs. F. 
Grant wre tntirried Nov. 12. .41 reception followed 





To replace a l.3Ully switch, add another wall plug, con- 
nect an adpliahcQ ori add another light ihione: ot the : lli!//J113=B) 
rooms or basomcnii ,, ^: i -
Mayne isUmtf^^^ will he showing her watercolors and hand-
painted prints ahdjtUrhducing a new Uni^^^
1-4 film. DeG 3 ai the^ V^^^
e(fiors, 6ilifUHl acrylics are repiesetfic^^
sells niost of her art through shows and galleries on the west coast.
Mnrruy SharriU IMiolo.
|: bualitiedJourrieifmanTlectriclah.iTicensed ahhlivingr’
In your area can provide tin elticient service.
No Job Too Small





Mrs. Sue Howard, genial 
aeCOm panisifor ISi 1 vcr j; 
Threads Slercnadcrs, 
received a surprise at Sidney 
I Silver Thrends Centre blov, , 
i |:: 22. [During a break in 
rehearsal, Brian Currie and
'} Adricnnn Couvelere of 
CJVl arrived with a floral
arrnngcnicnt and gaggle of 
H, balloons: lo": present
’ H6h'ar:d'::'":n::"■ witK;j:;iheir 
“Bravo” awtircl for her 
many years witli Ihe group
; ;; volunteer: work: witli Silver
V': ii'vTlircuds.
UNIOTiV-ards:'
A new collecUon of 
:;:::^;\:iJNlCEF:;;;ciiristrnas:jar#^ 
<»ic now available at 
Miiunar ‘N lliings,: 24.17 
.''Be'ncon'Aivejj^ Sldneyv-:'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
: “ filocking:Sluffcr«. ' I'; 
I'glusSWiiro:: "'
gifttEiiletrlirs: ;;
Chriitiniis carils iinit wriiiv 
"■* tiiiiquo uci? diHioraliunh;;,:
• ,glfi tens niid iiims::-;
• ; plncejtiiiliijnfipki'nsi





* iiiul nViich, nuieh mure
CARROTS
5tllb.;22lig. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■
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Mezzrow’s Records Presents Victoria’s fifth annual 
record swap meet at the O.A.P. Hall, 1600 Government, 
Dec. 4, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. For more information call 381- 
2633. 2-48
Sidney Pentecostal C hpivill be holding a Christmas 
smorgasboard for wonu';^ ■.•■;.! girls (over 12) Dec. 1, at 6 
p.m. in the lower aiuiiiorium of the church at McDonald 
Park Rd. and Pat Bay Highway. Featured — a fasliion 
parade by Alyco’s (wiili our own n o.,iels): good fellowsliip, 
excellent food, and speaker Edla Nii (hide. Phone 656-3539 
or Wendy 656-4500 ii you wisli lo aiierid. 1-48
Brentwood Community Club plans a Christmas turkey 
and bonana bingo Dec. 5 at 7:30 p.m. (Across from 
Brentwood elementary school.) 2-48
Who is he,
The gift of life: This Christmas give the “Gift of Life’’. 
Sidney’s Red Cross blood donor clinic will be held Dec. 7 
from 2 p.m, to 8 p.m. at Sanscha Hall. Sidney residents 
have an excellent contribution record. The last clinic held 
in Aug. 1983 at Sanscha Hall had an attendance of 288 
donors and resulted in 260 pints of blood collected.
With the onset of blood fractionation, each donation 
may help four or five patients. This means Sidney residents 
possibly gave the Gift of Life to 1040 or 1300 people. This 
Christmas please be equally as generous, it will be greatly 
appreciated. 2-49
The women’s auxilary to Rest Haven Lodge Christmas 
tea, bake sale and crafts will be held Dec. 1,2-4 p.m. in the 





a.m.-9 p.m. Dec. 5-7, features wide variety of juried 
handcrafts by 90 professional Island Craft-people. 
Continous live musical entertainment. New location this 
year in the spacious, elegant Empress Ballroom on the 
main floor of the hotel. For more information call Bente 
Rehm at 658-8333 or 658-8825. 3-49
Beaver Pt. Hall on Saltspring Island is the site for a 
Christmas craft fair, Dec. 2, 3, 4. 2-48
y Local holly is available in half-pound bags at the Candy 
Man in Sidney from Dec. 1 and at the annual holly sale. 
Beacon Plaza, Dec. 17. AH proceeds to the Canadian 
Cancer Society: 3-50
Peace Lutheran Church Christmas crafts and bake 
goods sale at Sanscha Hall Dec. 3 from lOa.m. to 5 p.m. 1-
48
Central Saanich Senior Citizens are holding cash Bingos 
every Wednesday in their centre next to the Brentwood 
library. Doors open at 1 p.m., bingo at 2 p.m. Bonanza. 
TP.N-
MeniberS of St. Andrew’s North Presbyterian Church 
are hay ing a garage sale 11; a. m. Dec. 3rd at the Masonic 
Hall on 4th St . and Mt. Baker. Books, records, clothing 
and household items for sale. 1-48
Vancouver Island premiere showing of “The Animals 
Film’’ will be held 7 p.m. Dec. 8 and 2 p.m. Dec. 11 at the 
University of Victoria’s SUB theatre. The film, directed by 
Victor Schonfield and narrated by Julie Christie,
it’s not about them — it’s about us. Admission charge.
.....  2-49-
Beaver Pt. Hall, South Saltspring Island, presents a 
Christmas Craft Fair, Dec. 2 6-9:30 p.m., Dec. 3 10a.m.-6 
p.m., Dec. 4 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Weaving, pottery, batiks, 
woodwork, silver jewellery, photography, painting, 
stained glass. Good food all day, every day. 1-48
The Congregation of Friendship Baptist Church is
Its Church Building on 7820 Central Saanich Rd., (Mt 
Newton and Central Saanich Rds.) Dec. 4 at 5 p.m. 
Refreshments v.'ill be served. ' 1-48
A special film titled “Cult Revolution’’ will be shown 
Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. at Friendship Baptist Church. The 
is cordially invited. 1-48
COPAS, the Confederation of Parents’ Association of 
Saanich, is an organization devoted to supporting and 
improving education in School District 63 (Saanich). All 
are welcome to attend the next meeting 7:30 p.m. Dec. j at 
Clarembiit school 1-48
:*y'
The Cats’ Protection League Christmas tea-bazaar, will 
be held Dec. 3 from 2-4 p.m. in Fairfield United Church 
Hall: L3()3yFairneld Rd. Hpnie^c^ 
plants! Je\ye!lery,ySuperfluitie^;Chri^inasgiftsy^ 
for a small fee. 1-48
Sidney council Monday, 
backed away from a 
suggestion that it withdraw 
its support of the projected 
southern route gas pipeline 
to Vancouver Island and 
recommend the use of 
electricity as an energy 
source for the next 10 years.
The matter was deferred 
to the 1984 council for 
consideration althougt\ 
several members of council 
seemed to favor the 
proposal which was
outlined in a letter from E. 
Marzocco, of Nanaimo.
Aid. John Calder said 
Marzocco Was well
qualified to give an 
opinion. He had worked for 
B.C. Hydro as a consultant 
for 35 years and now was 
retired.
In his letter, which was 
directed to Mayor Frank 
Ney, of Nanaimo and 
which sought support from 
Sidney, Marzocco said if 
the gas pipelie was deferred 
for 10 years and electricity 
replaced fuel oil it would 
mean a saving in capital y 
expenditure of $457 million 
to $1,000 million and 
eliminate: an y annual 
. operating deficit of $80 
million for the gas pipelined
There \vbuld bey only a 
minor capital expenditure 
for i: electricity as the 
gen e rat i n g , piants,y
transmission; lines and y 
substations w^ 
built.
Federal subsidies for 
converting from oil to 
electricity were available 
and oil was 27 per cent 
more costly. ■ - ■
Hydro was selling surplus 
electricity — and there was 
a surplus — to its bulk 
: customers such as the pulp 
mills, for 1.85 cents/kwh 
and this price should be 
made available to 
residential and commercial 
customers at the; sarne rate 
rather titan;the /cents it 
was now charging.
Nanaimo and Sidney 
; were;urged to retract their 
support for the southern 
gasline: route gnd support 
e lec t ri ci ty as a su bst i t u te for 
fuel oil for the. next 10 
'■-//years;.:.;'";:;-:;
Aid. Jim Lang thought 
; council should keep clear of
the whole matter. There 
was no reason to support 
Marzocco, he said. “Who is 
he anyway?, he said.
Surely the letter had some 
value as public input. 
Mayor Scaley said.
Concensus was that the 
question be deferred.
The Victoria Society of Artists will present a two-day 
exhibition of paintings in oils, acrylics, watercolours, and 
pastels in the Garth Homer Centre, 813 Darwin St., Dec. 3 
and 4 from 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. both days. There will also be 
an exhibition of crafts by the Arbutus Craft Group. 
Admission free. 3-48
>|c ok %
All coming events items must be submitted before 5 p.m. 
Friday to be published in the next issue of The Review. All 
items may run for a maximum of two insertions. Non­
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lislings ffl this cneclory ate provided Itee ol charge lo Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public seivice ol the Sidney 
Reviev; 6513- list.
ADVENTIST
Sidney Seventh Day Advenlist - 10409 Resthaven Oi,
Pastor . . . . . .
ALLIANCE
• Sidney Alliance Church Masonic Hall. Saanichton .
ANGLICAN
•SI. Andrew’s —Rev David fuller . ,
9682- 3id SI.. Sidney
-SI. David By-the-Sea —Rev A.E. Gales . . . . . . . . . .
5182CordovaBayRd. . . ..
-SI. Mary's — 1934 Cultra Ave.. Saanichton 
•SI Michael f. All Ariger.sRector: Archdeacon W.J. Hill
: 4733 Wesi Saanich Road, Royal Oak;,. , . .......
•SI, Stephen’s — Rev Ivan Fuller
' SI, Stephen's Rd. / . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Petrie, 792 Sea Drive. Brenivrood Bay . .,
• Holy Trinity ~ Rev, D, Malms, Mills Rd. and West Saanich Rd • North Saanich ,
BAPTIST
• Bethel Fellowship - Pasloi N Bi Hartison ; 656-7359
??Bq Mills Rd ; Sidney ; ; : 656-5012
• Friendship Baptist Church - Pastor Finie Ki.ilolil /8?0 Ceniial Saanich Hu 652-2723
•Sluggetl Memorial Church -- 7008 W, Saanich Rd,: Brentvrood Bay - Pastor V. Nordstrom ': ,:. 652-5631
•Elk Lake Baptist ChurchRev: L.M. Funk„5363 Pat Bay Hway. , : ,658-8111,477-6957
•Royal Oak Baptist Church — 898 Royal Oak Ave.. Corner; ol Royal Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Drivel
> Rev. Reed Elley ,,.... . . . .'.h,;., ..... . . . . . . 658-5121
;cATH0LiC/;.;.;';';.:;;;^;;; ;;''■':.!■;yV.;;y;;;;;,:;'; ;^^::;'':yy';,;;.;:;;";'',,
•Our Lady; of the Assumption— 7726 WesI Saanich Rd. - ,







• Sidney Foursquare Church — Pastor Dean Wilson
9925- 5thSl . Sidncy :,, ,
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pasloi Dennis J. Paap, 2295 Weilei Ave: .
NAZARENE
•1st Church ol The Nazarene — Rev Riley Coulter, 4277 Quadra Street. Victoria, ,.:.
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldlield Road Gospel Chapel — Rev Joel 0 Nettleion. 5506 Oldtield Road (P.A.O.C.) . 
•Sidney Pentecostal - - Rev. Vern Tisdaile, 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd. (P.A.O C.) :...,
PRESBYTERIAN
• SI. Andrews — Rev; B,J. MoHoy. Masonic Hall. 4th Ave. & Mt. Baker.
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School, 6843 Central Saanich Rd . ,i... .. . . . . . . .  . .
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER BAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way. Sidney : ,, . . . . . . . . . . .
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
“Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell
: 5166 Cordova Bay Rd. : ..
•St. John's — Rev. Hori Pratt.. . .......
10990 West Saanich Rd. :.., .: ,
•St.Paul’s' . . . . . . . .
' 2410 Malaview — Rev: Hori Pratt :; ; V ; ■
•Shady Creek — 7180 East Saanich Rd: Rev,Stephen Swill 
•Brentwood,


















SUPPORT THE CHURCH OF YOUR CH08CE
;2295;Weiler:Ave:y
'9:30a.m. .-, ..Sunday-School 
SBibleClass 
11’OOa.m. . FamilyWorship ; 







Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The Rev. William F. George ,
St Savior’s Church
Corner ol








4th Ave. & Ml. Baker





7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652f2723
11a.m. .Dr. JohnBergeson
5 p.m.... . . . Oflicial Dedication
Refreshments to Follow 
Church 652-2723
'welcome
Mill s R d. & W. S a a n i c h R d. 
^ SAANICH y
^yy ;
: 8:00 am . Holy Eucharist:; 




,;: 10: op a rn !•/; /.; H 01 y E u c h a r i s t:
St. Ancirew’g 
:A,ngUcan; CHitcr H
The Rov, D. Malins, S!S.C.; 
Rector: , ^56-3223
/ ; ; 9686 - 3rd St: ^
SUNDAY, dec: 4th 
ADVENT II
Sami,;;;;;,Eucharist; 
9:15a.m.;,,: Morning Prayer 
.;/■:: y;; (S.S.;Nursery), 
/i Cotfee Fellowship't ;:; : 
ITayp:;. ./:;,Choral,Eucharist;
(Nursery) 
the Rey. Robert Gray 
preaching on ‘Bible Sunday'. 
The Rev, DAVID FULLER 
1656*5322 y ALL WELCOME
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH
REV. R. HORI PRATT 
OH. 656-3213/ Ros:6564930
ST. JOH^S

















'JESUS CHRIST IS LORD”




:The Bishop of,;, 
Brilish Columbia
Rdcwi.: Rev. Alisiaif P, Polrlo ; 










I Study Gi'mips 
Further Inlormntlon 





Rev. Stephen Swilt 
0(f,652’2713 ”Res.G52-9G35
SHADY CREEK
7180 East Saanich Rdv
9 '15 iim I liidiiv SeivK'i’ 
and Snmiay Hdiool
BRENTWOOD





/ 7726 WySaanich lload;:





./(oil M|,,Nltwlon X Rd;);
St. ELIZABTH^S
y iooao .Third SI,;, Sidney;
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9925 Filth Shoot 
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You are assured 
of a welcome/
.:;:;,,;;;.:i;hiir,(;h;’)'iM:ic,h'(30,a,[y':;,;;/
"Kfiatino Sfonionlary School • 
;n4R3 Coolral Saanich Rd,
■lltlS amy;;'; '.Tantlly Service'
P.istar tnam ' , ' .
lav i| rtiiihm.on dif); Limi 





y 7008 W, Saanich Rd. 
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The Belfry Theatre’s' 
third production of the 
83/84 vintage season opens 
Dec. 1,8 p.m. at The Belfry 
with Sea Marks — a lovely 
lyrical love story partially 
set in a stone cottage nestled 
on one of the western 
islands of Ireland. Sea 
Marks is the tale of a simple 
Irish fisherman and a 
sophisticated woman of the 
world — and the shattering 
choice he must make 
between his love for the 
woman and his passion for 
the sea.
The play was written by 
Gardner McKay, known 
previously as a Hollywood 
movie star and star of the 
television scries Adventures 
in Paradise and Kon-Tiki. 
It was originally produced
off-Broadway in 1971, by 
Dana Matthow and 
Deborah Matthow.
The Belfry’s production 
brings together two of 
Canada’s finest talents, 
Eric Schneider and Donna
White. Guest Director 
Linda Moore will direct 
with .lack Simon designing 
set and costumes, lighting 
design is by Jeffrey Dallas. 







PUT ON THE DOG 
NEW TEARS EUE!
Meet Bob Menzies, proprietor of Menzies Outboard/Sterndrive. Bob's favorite sayingis “^Do it 
right. . . once!'3 but his friends will tell you that it doesn 7 necessarily apply to Bob's new hobby 
— waterskiing. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Menzies and their six children have lived here for 10 years. Bob 
likes the natural, unpolluted, relaxed, community atmosphere of Sidney, not to mention the 
Saanich Fair. If Bob couldn't do what he's doing now, he would be a marine mechanic — a voca­
tion, according to Boh, that always has a challange and a solution. . .and speaking of vocations | 
Bob would take his in sunny Mexico.
NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER — 7;30-8;30:';' ' ^
Baby Shrimp Cocktail Trout Cleopatra
. 'or. ■ Baked Stuffed Potato
Lobster Bisque Cauliflower & Cheese
Roast Prime Rib of Beef Sauce'.:;F'r;r:';/Ar;;:T';;;,,/F.;^
& Yorkshire Pudding ; Ice Cream Puffs with /




YOUR EVENING INCLUDES; 
DINNER • PARTY FAVORS/ 
DANCINGWITH MUSIC BY 
: BR,IAN THOMPSON '
. . . When the party i.s over
PATRICIA BAY HWY (17) of .
& MT. NEWTON X RD. country inn rooms RESERVE EARLY














• CHEST THIN BED MOnTARS t UP/TOP GROUT
• LIP/TOP THIN BED MORTARS • RENTAL EQUIPMENT < ^
• UP/TOP ACRYLICS Z0PECIAI.S
EXPERT ADVICE ON INSTALLATION
Reg. $79.95
’. < I < H ji) r.
' "' A', ,t '^
lIRk W
SBfeif*
, , '*• i i,
If
F',f , . ^ ,;.'rI!
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By Wendy 1/.1 ing In addition to the regular sessions of parent and tot on
.. .And now for something completely different. . .Try Tusdays, 11-11:50 a.m. and Thursdays, 1:10-2 p.m., 
a fitne,ss class with an edge: ice aerobics! Karen Frost, another time has beeri included this winter. Now tho.se little 
„ , , r,r , . n- . Aah arcoa programmer introduces the newest winter sport at elves six months to six years can be accompanied by Mom
(Thomas Allen panorama. If you have enjoyed fitness workouts and or Dad at a convenient hour, 5:10-6 p.m. Wednesday
$14.95) for SIX to 10years.
■ ■ By Ann Lowao':
Jumping Mouse Children’s Books
water exercises, here is your next evenings.
This program is also paralleled with the before dinner
Got a mews tip? i
Call diie MevltBw 151
“making waves 
challenge.
^ P -1 u • w ui • • u J lo this introduction to ice aerobics, instructor Brenda dip in the pool, for another choice of activities for the
_Every family should m my humble opinion, have a good phjip explains that participants do not have to skate with second half of the family. Drop-in to parent and tot for $2 
atlas in the home, and any child will benefit enormously or register for 12 sessions at $16.
. . important and patrons should not have to depend on the Panorama’s learn to skate classes are available at the
The Children s World Picture Atlas (Canadian Edition) boards for balance. same times for every level of skating/slip-sliding ability.
IS a fine example of what can be done to bring learning to warm-up is basically the same as that on the floor. Check out the new brochure for details,
life for a child. The information is comprehensive and is included (Brenda will take Mini-hocjtey for your junior star has an extra session
attractively set out to be readily dige.stable; maps are buo account the tense concentration of balance with all year. Youngsters may now join in this program on









about major towns and rivers, industries and terrain; and the 35-40 minute ice work-out.most importantly, great prominence is given to „ i n .• '• rr • .i conenni
. f ,i • I uw , f I u .1 Peninsula Recreation is offering this exciting new .season!
Thursdays, 2:10-2:40 p.m. Watch the action of hockey this
information on the inhabitants of each country, how they
dress, what they do, what life is like for them.
program on a trial basis Dec. 1. Fitness fanatics (or those For Your HeaUli: Need a breather from the incredible
V ’ "‘‘“^“''7 just curious) will slide on the ice tomorrow morning, 10- build-up of stress during the weeks to come? Recreation is 7
You 11 find samples ol each language, photogiaphs of a.m., with admission, babysitting and rentals all lifcsavcr. It allows you to relax while stimulating your ^
the people working and playing, and even sometimes free. muscles, gives your over-worked mind a break while 7 i
instructions for some traditional cralts of he country. For with the leisure centre’s winter registration Dec. 10, take creating the zest and energy everyone has potential for in 
example, the page on l oland offers_the child detailed yet at what Santa has to offer in recreation. To work their body. Don’t make fitness a New Year’s resolution ~
off all the delicious treats that arrive with Christmas, that’s far too long to wait for good health, 
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Brighten up home- nnd br 'inq 
the best 6f ihe OMtdwrs tnstde!
(de offer an exce/le/tf offfuali^Y
•sloflights in eaery style
Pf^OfBSSiONAL MSTALLATIOdoGUAR/Wmo






i I Hew Gonstniction
: ms viumBs mm
m THE KEATING INDUSTiiiAl AREA
mmm$ sun rodriIS fat!® coves 
mmi STORES GomRS imiATioFi kmmk
FOOD GIANT . FOOD e^T
One more point in the atlas’ favour (apart from the 
price, which is amazingly low for a publication of this I 
i quality) is its Canadian content. References to “your 
; country” refer to Canada, not to our large southern 
brother, and if prominence is given to one country over 
j another it is Canada. I believe this makes sense for 
: Canadian children.
Sing Hey Diddle Diddle - (Black $12.95)
It has long been a concern of mine that so few people 
appear to sing to their children and that this seems to be j 
becoming a dying art. I was therefore delighted to find a I
really welll:done§b66kJ0f nursery rhymes): with the old -
i ^
Prices Effective Nev. 30 - Dec. 3, 1983
T154 W. StSHiCHIIIB.
rhymes with the traditional tunes or because the 
illustrations are bright and beautiful, but also because the 
book has actually been bound so that it will lie flat on a 
music rack without necessitating breaking the spine, or
GRADE A Kraft Clover Leaf i
FRESH MACARONI SOCKEYE 1





1 Clover Leaf Flaked CLoverLeaf Clover Leaf |
WHITE BABY MANDARIN I
Ituna CLAMS ORANGE
1
r tinA : tlnX,..;:. .y
SEGMENTS |
184 inL tin......... |







:Thc music lias be^
also easily played by even a very amateur flautist!
LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
tunes graded for the beginner recoidcr player, and The 





























Than Ever In A New Ic®











































WEDNESDAV DECHif thru $liNil)kv:i>Ecl is





: Wod., Thiir., Fii., Sat..............7:3np " $6.75*7.7b-Bi75i ‘
Saturday ................................ 2:00p j l(i(:lu(l|nij User Foe
. V>,,2:00 and 0;00(i: All Seals Hoseived 
OPENING NIGHT. DECEMBER t4th 
'‘CFAk RADIO MIGHT AT ICE CAPADIS”

















OUTLirrS. FOR OROIIP AN0 TICKETS INFO: CALI 384^1522 
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By Wendy Laing
It can certainly be said that November came in like a 
lamb, but went out like a lion. In Parkland’s case though, 
it was a black panther who proved .superior!
I am referring to the great triumph last week — the 
capture of both senior girls and boys volleyball Island 
championships. 1 find it inipossible to walk past the office, 
without glancing at the two majestic trophies depicting the
Our senior girls team are old hats at becoming Island 
champs. This is not an easy stunt though; each season 
requires the utmost dedication and fine-tuned skills. The 
team obviousy falls under this description, this being the 
third consecutive years Parkland has earned the Island 
' title.-. ■
At ter placing second in their league, Parkland went on 
to win the Lower Island championship. First spot, 
Esquimau, \vas given a bye to the Island tournament,
, expertly hosted at Parkland, where our Cats stealthily put 
, them on the back-burner in the finals.
With impressive fan support, team captain Leslie Braun 
said the girls continued their“hard work and hustle” in 
the high-calibre event. This and the ‘‘strong team effort” 
accounted fo the victorious outcome in an equally matched 
tournament.
* Leslie was chosen most valuable player of the Islands, an 
honour that both her well executed moves and team spirit 
j was worthy. Braun commended Linda Martin’s superb 
play and credited award to her teammates and excellent 
: coach Ray Spencer.
Our »Cats travel to Port McNeil for the B.C. 
Championships Dec. 1, 2, 3 with Parkland’s best wishes. 
Leslie concluded, with excitement in her voice, “this year 
; \ye’re looking for a medaL^^ ; |
The siecorid exciting record broken on the Dec. 18 and ; 
19, was the senior “bys first Island championship.
I Finishing the; season in fourth place their best 
j perforrnance ever — the Cats went on to“surprise 
i everyone, including ourselves at the Islands,” said Mike 
i McCulloch. ‘‘Everything just came together/” ;
Tearn captain AUan Carmichael explained that ‘‘an 
, emotional high carried ; the team to the; finals after 
I defeating Dunsmuir in the first game.” Their best' 
perforrnance ever, was versus Highland in the final“ ,where 
along \yith a surprising amount of foreign fan support; a 
dedicated Mr. Bennett, and the“Yulcan’’ fan club, thci 
Panthers let loose their roar.
By Angela Isaac
Claremont’s teaching 
staff this year, has 
temporarily gained an ex- 
Spectrum student. Mr. Say,' 
our third intern teacher 
attended Spectrum school 
before furthering his 
education at UVic. For the 
past seven years Mr. Say 
has been studying at UVic 
and has a degree in history.
At UVic Mr. Say 
participated in a study in 
the physiology department 
where with other students 
he performed extensive tests 
on various Olympic and 
local teams. Main focus was 




Mr. Say is actively 
involved with sports, played 
rugby on the UVic team and 
last year coached the 
Esquimalt volleyball. At 
Claremont he teaches two 
boys’ P.E. classes and 
coaches the junior boys’ 
volleyball team. He is 
taking ‘‘his” team to the 
Island finals after achieving 
a first place standing in the 
Sooke-Saanich district. 
Hopefully, he says 
Claremont’s junior boys 
will be iri the B.C.s this
year.
In addition, Mr. Say 
teaches a social studies 11a 
course which he enjoys. He 
finds Claremont terrific. 
‘‘The staff 
exceptional. . . .it’s 
ideal situation.”
Next year Mr, Say hopes 
to continue leaching, even 
if he has to move to 
Northern B.C.!
Claremont visited 
another peninsula team 
Nov. 23. The junior boys’ 
rugby team played against 
Sicily’s school, and lost but 
played an excellent game.
The students council has 
decided on December as the 
date of our Christmas 
dance: Admission is free to 
all Claremont students and 
donations may be made at 
the door in the form of 
food which will be put with 
food collected in hampers 
during the week and will be 
given to a worthy cause.
Students of Claremont
are often congratulated for 
their numerous awards and 
achievements but rarely do 
teachers recieve such praise. 
Miss Pepperdine though, a 
new teacher at Claremont 
this year, has earned her 
Bachelor of Education 
degree, secondary level. 
Congratulations from
everyone at Claremont and 
we wish her many more 
happy years of teaching.
Another teacher at 
Claremont has been busy 
on Wednesday and Friday 
noon hours. Mrs. Wieland 
has been offering a French 
comprehension class to 
anyone who is interested. 
So far numerous students 
have benefitted from the 
additional aid. One teacher 
has even turned up! 
Everyone who has recieved 
this extra help thanks Mrs. 
Wieland for her time and 
energy.
One last, final, item. The 
junior girls’ volleyball team 
played an exceptional game 
against the staff Thursday, 
lunchtime. Although no 
one seems to know the 
score, the game provided 
some unusual noontime 
entertainment.
Central Saanich council 
referred a proposal from 
the newly formed Central 
Saanich Lawn Bowling club 
to the parks and recreation 
committee.
The club plans to 
construct — with the 
assistance of the Central 
Saanich Lion’s Club —- a
first class lawn bowling 
green off Hovey Road in 
Centennial Park. Plans 
include renovation of a 
house now on the property 
and development of a 
parking lot in addition to
construction of the green.
The Centennial Park site 
wilt be leased from Central 
Saanich. The club plans to 
raise funds through lotteries 








I . to produce 5 gal. of fine wi 
for the holiday season — with a 4 
:'Week;Wine
Chablis 28.95 - Red 28;:95
Rose 25.49 Claret 29.95
Liebfraumilch 29.95
T
/ Congratulations to the total team effort, Terry Melville, 
and the incredible Mike Toakley (coach). A report of the 
guys’ play at the B.C. Championships, last Friday and 
/Saturday will come next issue.
tActually, volleyball was not the only activity during the 
busy week that followed an academic, ‘‘post-strike” week, 
lyly focus was only oh volleyball this issue, for 1 know the 
perserverance and hard work that must be exerted to 
become a champion.
The lOth; Tsartlip scouts 
headed r by; scoutmaster 
MichaelV Newrnah; ;w be 
v sellihg Christmas trees Diec. 
7 at Seaboard Plaza, 
Keating Cross Rd. Profits 
, go to the scouts’ fund and 
will help out with the 
annual jamboree next year.
The tree sale is sponsored 
' by Saanich Peninsula Co­
operative Society;*?;? Butler 




[ < - Ui Eil« B ^ 1
20 litres Wine & Beer Kits 
make excellent gifts!












OPl-N DAIl Y 11 AM (01 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DING IN OH TAKG OUT 
812 Verdicr Ave,r Brentwood Bay 
652-3622
Steak & uniiwitor House
///’’On lint Walpi BttinIwootl ll»y ? 
Try (lur fiitUitle
40 Item salad bar i<i inm y, 
BreakfiKt, lunch & Dinner Dally 
Sunday Briiiicli 115304 !30 
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Phono 6S2-2413 or 652>9SiS
Cuhlur tranuilKt!
OPEN FROM 5 P.M. 
7,DAYSAWEEK
West ?(tiiiitili Ril by 




FISH & CHIPS 
WITH A DIFFERENCE
t; MonJ^lHirsvBani .
Frl,-Snl, 0 am-8 pm










I Snocinii/inn In H DSpcciali/ing in
^’{j(tinosp;:iSi'“anndipf Footl.''^'*:;;';
I . lliun, 4 30 • 11,01)' B
j rrii ^SAT A ,10; non m. Sun A lan.oilpVm.
ilnliviny will) rniiiiiiiurn ntiUt. fl
2493 BOfJCOii Avo., 656-3944 "
FAMOUS CHARBROlLEO
x;' 1*['ii|nv riiir ^Litoin, Salad,Bar
; 4 IN THE BEACON ;pl„A7A MALI
,2321 Boacori Avo, Slrii
656-4822
STEAK, PIZ7.A & SPAGHETTI HOUSE
Evening Dining In 
Fine Moditorroncan YrAdition
;l;;: lyionr-Thiiu, ,1110 ni In I? midnighi Z /
rrl,'* S»T) II (i.tii.U Lm, 
SllN,«H0U0AYS<lpm.l0ri,m. / 
'OPrNfORlUNCH-
TAKE OUTS 65G.559C • 7 








OerN OAll.y a 00 AM-?;,10 I'M^' 
. (iUlOl IlKlinnAVS^A MOUOAV'v
.ihiIi:jib«h,‘;:;




Van Isle Marina 
, 2320 Harlioiif 00,
Moiii. to Sat. 8 am to 4 Diti 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 6S
Jlcsfemrani;
lor FAMILY DINING 
alFAMliy PRICES
Mon, to fii, 9 am « 9 pm 
Sal.ganMOpm Sim.nam-gpmffl | 
656?4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
10% Senior Cllijson Discoun! ,TRY OUR MONDAY 
2 p.rn. • 7 p,m. daily DUNDAY BURGER
7 DAYS A WEEK 7 a m. • 7 p.rn. uo«n»«d 652*1192 I‘ .il ...'I!' I , .1.1'; ' . rn. I ...i' i I - 'j-i. Mi.. .L.. \ ' N'.
When it comes ta dining cut cur readers do mere 
thanlnydiie! let lis help you plan ap appropriety 
advertiilng menu, call today lor assistance.
, .1 ' I I ' I,,
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CLftSSIFlEB AD INDEX
All classifiecl ads must be submit 
ted to our office before noon on lion- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review reserves Ihe right lo clessily ads under appropriate headings and to set rales, 
therelore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, classily or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to Ihe Review Box Reply Services, and lo repay Ihe customer the 
sum paid lot the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ol documents lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by Ihe publisher within 30 days alter 
Ihe lirsi publication.
II Is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that the liability ol Tho Review in Ihe event 
ol lailure to publish an advertisement or in Ihe event ol an error appearing in ihe advertise­
ment as published shall be limited lo Ihe amount paid by Ihe advertiser lor only one incorrect 
Insertion lor Ihe portion ol Ihe advertising space occupied by Ihe incorrect or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid lor such 
advertising.
PENIHSUU DIREaORY
of PilOFISSIOBS, GOODS und SliViCIS . . .
MAUREEN ROWLETT
Bookkeeping Service
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.




9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Closed Saturdays
Monday to Friday 
and Sundays
Obituaries . . . V.. . ^,





Business Personals ... 
Business Opportunities i 
:Help Wanted.;....
i Work Wanted;.. 
: Miscellaneous For Sale , 
. Garage Sales;. ;:. 









Snowmobiles.;.. . . . . . . .
. Cars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Machinery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farm Machinery.. . . . . .
For Rent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wanted to Rent. . . . . . . . .
' Real Estate For Sale ... 
Mobile Flomes. . . . . . . . . . .
“PERSONALS ;8..
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232. 
We offer information, support and 




Bookkeeping to trial balance, 
payrolls, write-up work. One 
tirne only or regular basis. My 
office or; yours.. Typing, 
photocopying also available.
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada’s largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
catalogues available. Norburn 
Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phonell2-299-0666. tf
PAULINE’S HANDICRAFTS for 
pottery, carvings, ceramics, 
jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted 
baby items, toys. 2424 Beacon. 
Vintage Bentley car for hire, 
(weddings, etc.)6.66-3714 or 656- 
6693: 26p04
CONR^IAC AUTOMOTIVE 







SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C: V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995.00. Financing available, 
no down payment O.A.C. $29.00 
per month. Dealer inquiries 
welcome. Phone 112-430-4040: 
tfn^ ■■■■
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after 5 p.m. tf
bu^BuS&t
i WE HAVE ALL TYPES OF” FEN­
CING;. Residential — Industrial^ 
Farm. Pressure treatedl 
j posts & lumber. Supply or in-l 
} stalled, ask about our| 
[specials.;652-241 2;-
DEALERS WANTED Satellite T.V. 
Excellent business opportunity. 
All equipment including dish bus 
shipable. High quality, low prices. 




PAINTING Exterior - interior 
houses, boats. Power washing - 
woodspray cedar siding - 
whitewash - roofs, gutters 
treated, yards cleaned. Free 
estimates. Phone Brian, 656- 
1683. 3nc49
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995. Financing available, no 
down payment O.A.C. $29 per 






•Certified Body Shop eRadiator Repairs •Courtesy Cars 
®fluto Glass^ Available
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER
complete finishing inside or out. 
Renovations and repairs, $9 per 
hr. or free estimates. Don 656- 
1876. 3nc49
SANDAK SHOES - great for travel 
and holiday wear, or just around 
home; Childrens shoes also 









EVERY MONDAY NIGHT is
Italian
AlLthe Spaghetti & Meat; Sauce 
you can eat or 2 large slices of 
;7 Top Pizza
; ;;Rublislied:on Wednesday o! every-week-s;
CARIBOO PRFSS (1969) ITD •
‘ ..,2367 Beacon Ave , Sidney, 8 C VBL
' • r . J vm t „. ,. /
CLASSiFIED RATES
First rnserllon 20 words or less $2 00 ■ 
(Drepayrrienl lafe '• only) Consecutive 
isirepeal.lnsertions.' Sl .OO per week: Over ; 
-;ii:20,.womS:(l|rst;week)veachBxlravrord;'v. 
5S:14:cenlSi..Copsecutive repeat inserlions: * 
over 20 words 10 cents per each addi- . 
' Itonal word Box niimbefs’Yl.OO,' ^ 
Classilied' display rate ujion (equesl. 
vFCbarge ctessiheds are SSiOO tnr'ihe lirsi; 1 
week, VISA rate ib also $3 00 lor Pie 111 si 
ii'fweek.
yiQLIN LEfSSONSi private,tuition 
in my studio, 2 miles from Sidney 
on #70 bus route. Clare 
iSidebotham. Mus. Bach. 
Graduate UVic School of Music. 
;;656-7594. 4 p4 8
DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE 
COLD - PROFIT BY IT!
Renovators, insulators, 
contractors succeed in the multi­
million dollar energy conservation 
industry. Sell and install 
Magnetherm magnetic interior 
storm windows, the most energy- 
efficient storm; window system 
available; Call now: - SPENCER 
ENERGY PRODUCTS. (604)669- 
;7283;;;>':;-'.;;.;'';;;;;::;;';:;;'"'ipb48;’
EXPERIENCED RELIABLE house 
cleaner, reasonable rates, own 
transportation. 656-3876 or 479- 
1202. 2c48
FIREWOOD: alder, $85 per cord, 
split, $75 unsplit. Maple, $95 
split, $80 unsplit. Also logging 
truck loads, 10 cord loads, $550. 
All cords guaranteed: Phone 112- 
653-9240. ; 20p01
FAST, ACCURATE typing done in 
my home. Anytime. Reasonable. 
656-4853. 3nc43
12 GUAGE WINCHESTER pump 
model 1897, one Peetz rod and 
reel, one air rifle, one rototiller, 
one battery charger, 24 volts, 30 
amps. New fishing lures, one 20 
guage arid 222 over and under 
Savage, two nevv snow tires and 
rims, 6.95x14. Send inquiries to 








MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION 
Free Pickup & Delivery
• PRESERV-A-SHINE • UNDERCOATING • SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAMPOO ‘ TAR REMOVAL 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
DEEP COVE MAN with; truck.:
House,;’: yard,; garden 
maintenance, carpentry. hauling _ _ 
away,: ;; window;; cleaning; ;; Box2070 Sidney, B.C. V8L3S5: 
eavestroughs, Ti roofs ; cleaned,; 5 -4 s -
: ^ainsaw,;; ;work, fencing. ATARI CARTRIDGES. Excellent
Reasonable_rates ;anywhere_^: ; boy’s;; ;skates,; /sizes; 13, 4-6 .
WINDOW WASHING. Best in the 
;west. 656-6693. S ; ;;; 4 p51
ONLY
<H0L0;Y0UH; SPECIAL rUNCTION IN OUR 
■ BANQUET ROOM OR WE CAN CATER TO YOU v
BUSINESSOPPORTUNITY -
DIVERSIFY INVEST PROFIT ONE . , , i ccc —u
HOUR PHOTO : FINISHING.;;’; Bunnies. ReaSonable.;652-3802.
Revblutionai7 PHOTOKiS system;;; r:.-■'L.:;-b;-lPr_• : 3 nc4 8
(provides u riusua I ly; h igh p rot its,: 
takes up only 15 sq. ft. Requires 
minimum;; 3,500 ; population. :
Install: in; existing busiriess,; or 
open your own; store. ; MINIT-: ;
FOTO, Suite 301-555, 6th Street;
( New Westminsterj B.C; V3L 4Hr.;;
;;(604)521-4825. Ipb48
NEW FEVER ( DETECTOR. 
Children & Mom love the new
00LDEN;SHiAF BAICEEY:«'*S®)
^2354 BEACONVAVE.;-:';",
FHESH, QUAL/TY SAKEf?r GOODS
AND FDIENDLY SERVICE
Lou & Joan Neudecker 656-3132
J /
FULLY EXPERIENCED gardener;/; Fever Detectbf. It’s the easy way 
available (for all;: yourgarden (40 find a fever. Easy top read,fast:
needs. 656-6693.___________ 4p^; response, reusable, unbreakable. ;
JUNIOR :HIGH a student;; HospitaILt
((SENIORS [60 (OR;MORE]t New to 
^Sidney? Don’t know anyone? The ■’ 
((Silver Threads Centre” offers 
classes, activities and a warm 
Sweloome, Drop in to lOOSOiV "
Resthaven or call us at 656-553 7.
ergs; trb;
( THE ; PENINSULA COMMUNITY a 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is 
the information and Volunteer .
::: Service for the peninsula. If you 
need assistance or if you wish to vjqqq 
tyolunteer atfew;hours;a week;to
CONSTRUCTION DiV.
■ Custom biiilt homes & renova-- 
lions inclusive': painting, 
decoration, tiling & cabinet­
work. . . ,
656-8911;;;;;a;;t;(
requires a part time job. Reliable, Vz degree. Send $2(95 plus 75c 
cari( work: in postage(to:;CLINITEMP, P:O.Box >
Cali Mike 652-3395 3ric50;( 86404; North : Varicduver,^:; B
------ .̂.^--------------------- y7L4K6. ' 4pb50; ;;t M ATUR E /; person able) i n tel I i gent::?
educated, - versatile, ^ public GOOD FIR bushwood by the cord, 
; relatinnq oriented secretary, $90,‘/z cord, $55.478-0717.
1 to work force 1 c4 8






full-time. Excellent skills and '-NEWi/CELIAC; COOKBOOK. 300 
references, V7illing 'to learn, gluten free recipes. Guaranteed.
(IPlease reply Box "E" c/o The $10 post.-«paid. ’Write to Gail




HOIVIE and Homes &' Offices
OFFICE CLEANERS Gutter CleaningFREE





120; pa ge Ca Pee r - Gu ide 
how toTrain/at lrome for
SIDNEYNORTH; SAANICH: (We __________________________________
/(Will clean your home, apt., or PEREGA STROLLER,,(as new, 
: boat.iWe’re/fast and thorough. $7 $30; playpen, $20,656-9559;: /y
: per hr: Phone 388-5464 Pager lc4 8
________________________ THERMO grate, $50,656-5203.
LOyiNG FAMILY DAY CARE i n my 1 c 4 8





(helpYothers .ih yburicbmmunity^ ......... , „ ^ *
/ please/cal|/656-0134(f6r(further ; h°™^::-.''l'^/kx^^?^^^^^^ /(^O^ toprpayingtull and:part time
/(iriformatibri;' ' tf
;($15' pBi;;yaaf;in;C4nada;ibrTlie(Review( 
: ; ;$l Z. jier yeaf; for 'senior cilu’ens.
CORRECTIONS
ft; CorigctibnS' shoulrl boCiviarle; before: ilie;, 
(t/setioortifiscriion, Aiiow.in(;B;caii tie iqade:;
(.'i.lor: one:/incorrfici::iiisqrlion//otrly::: yyc;,
((;; resery(i(it;e: fiflfi!;!b;cla35ily'/n<is ur)t|er:( 
/ approjiriaie Meapinqs
Vancouver■ 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 1 12-985-9714; 
(TABLE; TENNISUPing pong)(at;; Richmond 112-27 3-68 29, 
BrentwoodcElementary : School,/((Kamloops/ /1(12 -3 7 4 - 3 5 66 , 
;MondayS;7:30-9:30;p.m: A|l ages /(( Nanaimo; 112-758-7375, Winlaw 
welcome,;Further info. 652-4580; / 112-226-7343: Lillooet 112-256;/
THEPENINSULADISARMAMENf (na-tfn ^
jobs, G R A N TO N IN ST IT U T E, 
265A Adelaide Street, West, 
Torontb. : Call ((416)977-3929 
today. / s / 7pb49
::;horrie:(Newborn;tb 5(yebrs(Mbre/;:;Q^
/ J tha n; 25 / yea rs (experieneb:: Fu iI
(time only; 656-9998. :; ;/ ;: 8p52 ; phone 652-9528 (((between; 8:9 
EFFICIENT ( a.m( or 6 -8 p. m.' ?: ; 1 c4 8
VACUUM;? canister; type, 
: perfect vyorki ng coridi tion .Offers.
EXPERIENCED, 
LADY ( will ; (do housework./'
;; group meets regularly. To join us,/ 
?(help;us, or just for information?. 
/;(call656-4842 afters p.m,; ;;’ tfn
PUT YOUR Christmas ? List 
computer labels, SOc per;name 
and address; plus 5c per label,
JOB OPPORTUNITY northeast 
, B.C. Fast Food. Applicants” must 
provide enthusiasm (and a basic? 
— knbwled ge of food ope ration and 
the ability to provide managerial 
( functions. We (provide training: 
and direction. If interested in the
T * 0 !• 1,1 ecc nxro CHESTERFIELD and chairi $ 100(Trustworthy &teliable.656-9462. 652-4304 ■
'■;:4p48;(
nr LJAKinviiAKi ui BABY ITEMS. 3 Car seats, 2 G.M., 
VERSATILE HANDYMAN capable 3j|yg,. QpQ5g (igp ^jg(j Qp ^^gg|g^
:Of doing b<^Yrepairs, c^pentry,(( booster seat,^(u
; fa!;den^ & house rnamtenanc^ ( (G^^ bucket, 652-5781.
. 656-9462. / / ; 4p48 p ,.4 q . / ^
Clean (Dry)
(Liquid Dry)
’’Expert Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning The Unique Way 
/ tree estimates -bonded & insured / ; ?
'656»3730//':(...:(/;(( ("(:';? ;(/(('V;;;:^ .;:-:4y7491l
(OVEREATING ::s;creating ;; Shaw. Computer SeiVjces,^, 65Y;;; challenge of runnirig a business?
i/ereaters ;, 1353. Ilp48 send complete resume; Box 444;
TYPIST will take in any office KITCHEN' 
overload:;; or personal
(/( problems in your life? Ov
(((Anonymous can Help you! ? No 
( dues, no weigh-ins? Meetings are 
( Mondays; 8 p.rn; aL(9788 • 2nd 
Sti, Sidney. 656-2331? tfn
MR.( BILL BOOTH of: Resthaven 
Lodge and the family of Ella Booth 
Wish tb;thank their many friends: 
for their messages of sympathy on 
the loss of ( bur . dear/ wife and 
mother Ella Bcioth, We are deeply 
greatfui: to Reverend ( D. Fuller, 
theiOrganist? and /Choif/ of St.* 
Andrews ' Anglican ' Church',' The 
Serenadedrs, the Doctor’s, and 
Staff;; bl f'Saanich;(Peninsula 
Hospital ;and( to those Yhb'imade 
contribiitiorisi//to i /the ../(Saanich i 
Peninsula/Hospitaii for/ a-/new 
:p?C.U,/Bus(Youi'/acts/of kindness; 
w,iorb:a Breat(conitbrt;tbtis(jn oPr 
time bfiSorroW*: Bill, Amy, Marlon 
ondf3ornico, lc48'
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT Drop-in group meets 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p(m. at 
; 1045:Llnden Ave, 383-5545.10-5 
(p.m. Monday (to Piiday for more 
info?■’///'' ’•""•''tfn /
BUY IN BULK. Save up to 30 % 
Alberta A-1 meats,; top quality 
brand name/ freezing products. 
Great West Foods. 384-5488 or 
652-1475; ( ' 8c50
CABINET? 24x24
overioao^? c,.. (arborite top, splash guard draw
(;:correspcmd^c^ l.aM^e(^iC( (cupboard?^:m^
, : ,fyP®writer, Reasonable rate^ Will gfboVite (top, guard draw
Chotwynd, B.C. VOCIJO, lpb48 ; P'^k up jf ^necessary in Sidney^ cupboard, $35 each,656(2054,
Darlcno656-^ 167. /
BEAT THE STRIKES, AND THE 
: FEDS • brow your own beer and 
wine; with supplies from Sidney? 
Natural Foods. 656-4634. 4wc49
WILLING TO DO house cleaning 
in ( Sidney area. Willing and 
(reliable) Roslyri656-0567, 3nc50
ON ( CHOOSING BOOKS FOR 
CHILDREN. This single-evening 
; session/will bo offered every Wed, (
. through Nov, and Doc, Please , 
((registor ( for i. the Wed(’(;/of; yotir 
c Holed by (ca 11 in g J li m pi hg Moii so:.
CASHPAID for precious gem set
, jewelldry and solid silver. Phone 
; 656-7189 6 p,rh: to 8 p,rn: 3 nc49
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW 
CLEANING ■ reasonable rates. 
Phone656-3317, (, 351
HIGH BACK brown rocker, brand 
new,( ($155, Danish teak coffee: 
- table 37x3 7 corner unit, $140. 
.656-2054. ; ; ; ?lp48
(MISCEI-LANEOUS FOR SALEi ’; ;
(Children’s Books, 656-3144;(,
;rt;s,5’2/;(:,((,?((.,:(,: (//.?(■;':,??/(/:/;'(((:'
SAWS: FILED, tools repaired and 
BRITISHDUALIFIED mobile hair sharpened. Light metal repair 
"Stylist, will ;do, your hair in your ; :'!![Uf(k' ; 15^^
((horrie. Cheap ratesj guaranteed ? .Cusaon,_^2440 Malavio\y, Phono 
satisfaction? Phono Susan?(656-(((656-4068;/.
■anumiiHiiM
UP TO SXOO, PAID
FROM GREENHOUSE TO YOU,
( Shrubs, tropicals, cacti, hyacinth, 
amari|ys, ;(tlowering ? plants, : 
, planters and terrariums. Direct 
(from local grower, 652/9602.
;(■ 5'p5:2';/;(:/('(..■'?::;/"'■//?
BOB^S TILE HUTUTO,
? ;, /CORNEFI OF DURNSIOi: A OOUGUS ' (.




;8838.?;i0283 / Resthaven Dr:?; (IMMACULATE GARDENERS will 
Sid ney,.??/?-.-;../-■= 2 p48/../ take care, of all your gardening 
( SANTASUITS forToht; Book nc^?, ??pb. maintonanco:' needs, (;C 
( 656-5541. 5we51 (, Linda or Doug, 67 5B-9S70 / ?6_p50.
ALICES;DRESSMAKING"- Mens. EXPEf^CEO"/-CA^ENW
/ Ladies, Children's,/; alterations, J10,000 wrth of time saving
: REWARD;; Black cap'withierdwn./^:/ ;^
(rand /anchor; badge,(?Sentimental:(:;( . A Gouser Drive,.656-6170?:?- . ^
Value, 656-5762, 1d48 ’'c51 CARPENTER iOOKING for work
TO JOHN AND JULIE GARDNER
(:(?((; at Royai.Columbian Hospital, New 
: Westminster, 13,C, Nov. 14,1903,( 
: a da lighter,: Naomi Aririd,; A slstor
/fnrDAnlnl
r WHY PAY $250•$3DO (FOR 
: "CANNED »^USIC"/when you can 
; hire "Eric's* Music Machine'’ (the 
; boogie-man) (or $ 150? I'm new 
.hero, but have a $5000 sound/fi!
( light( system and have: 10 years 
( experionco / ontertairiirig. Tit 
?• hlmdrods ( of (functions ( across 
'"'Cahada,. 656-2797? ((///(■'//;( (M p4 B?
osY IN(Larids End/Rd:-/White fiberglass/;(-KELOWNA.;Five;niglits from$tl5 stairs, no ipbtpps^k
('/Dinghyv:'-'7'/“'approx.'(Ptiond(652Y(;/ mN.person/,(puad?;;Jrtdoor;;:??^u^,2^—
’ 2633 or656-2723;-*/" // . 3p50; /-swimming,?/ hot-fubs, /kitchens; .// ACCOUNTANT with? 10; yrs,
::(ireplacos,;dinihg. Ski from yoUr :,experience ? seeking ;career 
BLACK ;CORAL .Fondant.^m:;/?^ SUMMIT lEISURE. 112- (( orientatedposition,656-4641,
800-663-9041; ( ( 3pb50( 3nc4 8 / ?^^^^-? -^^
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... , paT
REFRIGERATOR, 9x12 T,Yiirnn 
/appliance, (working or noti Trado eroam? colour rug, ping pong 
( vours/ ih (dr i newer or better ;tablet 656-2007;( Ip48 ? -
.:?/appliances?656;2797 ? ( 4 p48 ( PORTRAITS IN // PASTEL?Trom
;(; NEW ’TEMPERED giaisjFnr?6Photo, (((mo ;sitting( nocossary,((; 
;($27;‘( 34!'x82'’, ($29; (Cots; more, Boautitul Chr stmas gift idea.; ( 
(/ (/Mlrimrs and oil types of glass at? Children arid -'pets a; Specialty.
( discount/(prices/ ( New. and' old : Guarantond results, 656-3401. - /? 
;?-vy'bod--';(cloors/;/'///'OtC':ViSA?/ //'4.p5T)' ■//-(-/-/--/?':??-??-.//?/-/-:?///-m;?//?/:/ 
;(/; MASTERCARD. Clark (Entbr, ;BLACK; AND WHITFtV. nearly 
/ ; 9750 ;4th St(,(Sidney, 656-6656 /( now,:,;? $50. / Hand / loom, ;4/
:? or389-ai80 pager3Q2.; tin (harnassos$55,656-4063, ( 2p48 /-
CONSIILTANTS
ESTIIVIATES ?; ? ^inspections COST CONTROL
SCHEDULING CONTRACTS PLANNINGDonald Thompson 656*i260
, PAY TV DE.SCRAMBLERS. build FINDLAY FIREPLACE INSERT;
your?, own; ( Schoiitatic /alid excellent‘ condltion;?$250: 656? 
* cornpletb/ Tnstuctlonsi / ?;$9,95. 2132, 3p49
;poarl3/al(top?l„ost Sidney Vlllago 
aroa.mP(oaso( phone 656-1,362. 
-Reward,I,(ii-lp48/
: (’Cheque or money order.
? ELtCIRON'CSy, t.O, / box. j74,- zippop ifpnt, sweater.
Brant^fd,^ Ontario,j)p48
/?;Samo Day Service,?: " ' ’? /v^nhaa ./ ,=TT=r~=-=:-=ri:==..tT:.rjr-»«.—r-.-!.—
FOUND! Key chain, 3 Hoys. 2 ol
thekeya are "Ford." ' , :? lnc48, ..... . ..... —
( WINNER OF CENTRAL SAANICH
(-Seriiors/motiey jar raffle,; Mrs. J. 
((Halliday, 1517( North Diary Rd
WHY PAY 200% mor for
portumoJ Our version of Opium,
;( Joy, Chanel, Oscar cle Larento,
, / Shalimar, Le ? Air de / Temps,
L ’ B al 0 V c r s a i 11 e s, ', Vy h 110 
Shoulders; '/» ounce, /$ 10 
postpaid; LOVEL? PERFUMES? 
Box7n;Ruskin,B,C,V0MlR0,
'('1 Pb48 ''?//'?'/;;■ .?''/?''■£".//(.,;■'/;-///
BAND LOOKING FOR WORK,
Very danceablo, Very roasonablo, 
654 2 -3063 or 3 85 -75 BO. ’ 1 nc49
( ONfToORSlf-FlN




' " ^ ficis' yiiflii ^ ^ Addiiion,^, CiistoniMlvicly 
Call 6564915 Window yiuiticis ?'-
-NO JOB TOO SMALL-'--
1^
SATELLITE T.V. • FM 120 
oharmoIs;from around the world,; 
Rent to own from $49,00/(0,A,C,) 
month.: Satellite for honni. /per
(Victoria;--?,(lp48,::(mr«R''FcoraDTR6w,
.//(MEMBERS. // N«w?Year«- Ev«(
:/facilities including larg^/prlvato ’ 
? roomicornplote buffet?party;-and 
/ ientertainment-;/-'//-Phnno-::? - for - 
;„lufurrnatioii and our-,very-low, 
'/<iraf«;Ooachm«n:lrm.'a89-66Tl-,-? 
(?;Lc4 B-''''/-/-;/ '??' (/'-(
p) uvidu^, ... , JLiiiipiOit iC.
:(Tas»essrrient;arid ((remfidiation 'for; 
(/'/langiiaj};® art«/and(rnailt:i;CiasRfis/ 
«Jor?/-/(; ch I Id ren (-("''/a nd d u 11$ / 
:?;experiencjrig leartiing difficultie*,
.. AvatlaWe.: iu Tudnay. - Maximum i 
■ (fTtuUenfT/Jori/;/class,?.. C«i|'//'388 ”
, , ,, . motel. Call 869-9889 for
Cq j^E .LIW , or jamilies and, ; appolntment.‘THE MUSIC DEN?/; 
- tndividuajs, of all ages staving ^ For oivslte .(detrio, anywhere in/, 
.,/jhe:. Peninsula,...-?.;Communily-/;..;B'c-iDb48
about 1 ho; healtlt and beauty 
IS . OVEREATING. v,cro8tnB ? iM)nefii8 of AlPti Ve^^ call 
jjroPiwns 111 yguf li y? Ovurealers 65;!,6654. Noobligaiians. 4c5i 
;??'AnonymPur/ cna?./ help;you!'--/ 




; Mondays fi.p.rn; at:0?5T/
/Rofrbsh ybur social life, Excellent 
computer/personal dating 
service lust for you? FREE
(;.:.n{ofnm|bH,(tVUMAN CC^TACT,?ORCHARD,-.HOUSE- GOURMET; 




Tho FtKiviciw offorg 
pniesrcc’AssiFiED 
ADS to thqso portone, 
who’ /''/« r ' ri o r m o U y 
omplovotl hut nro our» 
rontiy out ot worky Vou 
mny advdt-‘tl«o”fornjob' 
or’for tho'* Mni»''of''your 
’owii/':'((rfiorohiiHdlR«(;?/.to 
UffiiYMriito funtiwx T'hovo 
iii,dif':mutt;: hA Rltipnci'; Jn;
won,: «t„. iiiii.jTtttwiffvy 
offloeV No adg for thi» 
oiMOtlfiootlon Will bf 
ooooiitod ? by phono? 
.Mmlti,:'?(,a,?opn»»,oMtiv0 
Inoortlohs only.
.EXCELLENT brownyolour hido-a- -young, well proven, 658-8347. 
bod. builders/ level with try-pod 2p48 : ■ ? ? - ^ ;;.
"nMUb^ko condition, $50; 656'?
2552:ovenings, , ?--, 2p48,
' /W“”ZADiUS'"ri^^ quarJrant'
( now, $40. Drost, 656-2427, 2p4fi 
MOVING,: OVER ; SEA S, selling :piRE'W'OOD’c’irCliplit, "cioltvorod'
: kitcherii^aroi(5bmefurnituro.(Call (=65^09j^( 
tO;view fit.your convenience 656- (- i-f—
-./-inna:'././//-'.-....'/,'?/.-./'' 1 rA«./,./?/.'.//..-/.'.?/?.-//-
e«w!i[?eu.TUt,, -Dr-siipM/urvsrriU'.T 
,., , G tt. I bC.>J T I,* 1.. Kuc 'r lOM
' ?;/fiNir.HiMq.'oxertuTKY .
NOISM PR.IE8eN DISICNtaiBUIlOtfl SIDNCy, R,C. «S6.|708
//. I,
4c50/
-1904.'/'/?'/'"'/.?;-/'-'-'-/ ".‘"■/'/"/" lc48 
.,, cTTESfERFlirC"”Mr'pf“'b“ost.. 
.(' offer; 656-3863( 2e49
.;'(/ DHJBLE?"llD7‘iood'’cbndiTic^^^ / 
$55,Delivered,652-5920, ?.p4a
/( •and ? up,, (split , and -delivered,; 
„ . sousuiiud ur iiul, H(jiUwua.Is aiui 
;8ofiwood8, - Very reasonably




652-2763, lc46 a m, ■ 4 i>,m,, 735 Braornar Avo,,
/.--'/stor«/ WHolesolo/»nd Retail. Fr«'e"'/i OARAGE. SALE / at-the.. Masonic" 
-////catalogues;?;-Ocoafi?Pacific';: Fan;K/Hall,':,4th;;St,;,ond.-Mt,-Baker:,.ori>:, 
.,?.aiillory,, Inc;,' 4«a00 ,'feast .Hast.mp .. 3- „.1L .4.m, ? BooKi»,,,







ELWOOO E, THOMPSON CONTRIlCTOR ITD.
Cuittltif l)/ivt'W,i) t Uu.t'r/f'l( , ^ bldeWfllks'
f'-’h h'-K',. ^ tiuinii imnnvaiinr,',:-?,
Phnnr RSG-aflOl for (-rf.m FfifiniTlp
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3 Room groups. Bochelor 




COLLECTOR wants pre 1920 
postcards. Write stating topic and 
price wanted. W.L. Secord, Box 
274, Vaiemount, B.C.V0E2Z0. 
2p4 9
FREE: LUCKY Black kittens and 1 







SIX YEAR OLD BAY GELDING.
Registered. Sire: Jet of Honor, 
Dam: Speedy Bar Milly. Excellent 
disposition. Used for barrels and 
roping. 392-7570. 3p48
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY. 
Riding lessons for Christmas ? 
Also 4-day riding/horse care 
clinic for beginner and novice 
riders. Dec. 27-30. 8:30 a.m. to 
12 noon. Indoor arena, 10 min. 
from Victoria. Gift certificates. 
656-3167. r 5c5l
SOME OF WESTERN CANADA’S 
finest quarterhorses. REasonably 
priced. All sexes. Tiny Toy 
Poodles, Toy Pomeranians and 
Siamese kittens.; We ship 
anywhere;; Phone (604)692-3722 





Bea'Jlilul waierltoni iocaiion in Sidney Water- 
views horn every suile, large units l-'tiorje, 
stove, dishwasher, waslier/dryer in: most 
suites. Convenieni ground Moor mini shopping 
in reinlorced concrete building.
RENT INCLUDES SATELITE 
TV
BACHELOR — $300.
ONE BEDROOM. $440 
TWO BEDROOM $640.






FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apart­
ment on Third Street in 
Sidney, Heat, water, cable, 
fridge & stove included in rent. 




TO LEASE - waterfront - Sidney. 
Available Jan. 1, 84. Delightful 
character family home, 4 bdrms.,
3 bathrms. Sandy beach, 
spectacular ■ view's, close to 
schools, shops, marinas. $ 1,200 
per mo. plus utilities. 656-2085 .: 
:,2;c4 8,,r
^ REAL ESTATE ■ I 
FOR SALE
DUPLEX - SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $500 per mo. 656- 
4066 or656-4003. 23t
ONE BEDROOM CONDO, stove, 
fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, no 
pets. References. $450 per 
month. 656-4066 or656-4003. 
rts ' ;; .
ONE BEDROOM furnished suite 
Brentwood Bay. Linens, utensils 
supplied. Weekly room service, 
coloured cable TV. Available Dec. 
1, $450 month. 652-2234.
Bachelor units, furnished with 
kitchenettes, Brentwood Bay, 
linens, utensils supplied, weekly 
room service. Available Dec. 1, 
$295 to $395 per month. 
Sandown Motel. 652-1551. tfn
DELUXE CONDO in Briarwood, 
Sidney, 2 bdrm., 2 bathrooms, w- 
w carepts, drapes, range, frig, 
dishwasher, $600. Includes heat 
and hot water.'Available Jan. 1. 
Phone652-1819. ; 2p48
SIDNEY - sea views, 3 bdrm. 
Townhouse, IVi ; baths, 3 
a p p I ia nces, d ra pes, ; sto rage. 
Available now. $550. 656-4779. 
::2p48 :
FOiRENT
1 AND 2 BEDROOM waterfront 
accommodation on Saturna 
Island, low winter rates. 
Furnished. Phonell2-539-2208. 
3p5 0
SPECIAL - CASTLE HOTEL, 750 
Granville, Vancouver, across from 
Eaton’s. Rooms $28 and up, 
single or double occupancy. T.V., 
all services. Reservations, write 
or phone 682-2661. 3pb50
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, stove 
and fridge, private bathroom. For 
more information phone 656- 
1905. 2p49
2 BDRM. LOW DUPLEX. All
appliances and drapes, w-w 
carpet, parking. Available Dec. 1. 
Approx 1150 sq.ft.$435 permth. 
656-6511. Ic48
ONE BEDROOM basement suite, 
$300, plus 40% utilities. 








WANTED TO RENT: Garage or 
share a workshop, to built a proto 
type trailer. 652-5920. 2p49
1 WOULD LIKE to renta garage to 
do hobby work for reasonable 
cash or trade for yard work. 
Phone656-9570. 3p50
GARAGE to rent in Sidney area. 
656-6139. 2c49
“ REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
DONOVAN LOG HOMES, send $5 
for brochure/plan book; Box 777, 
100 Mile House, B.C. V0K 2E0. 
Phone (604 )112-3 95 -3511.
'2pb4 9:,;;T:;
i30; REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1976 18 FT. SANGSTER. F.W.C, 
120 ; Merc; 15: h.p. O.B; and; 
trailer,:$4;995. 656-0223 or 656- 
(4997 after 5 p.m. 5 p48 i
. /Vf ' '' V V, / '
-tio froperties §50-0141
liiil S '
1^^^ j ' ^ V v-w™ »
T1981i VIRAGO;: 14 ,00b ;K:;L:M.’In:; 




1966 18’ TRAVEL TRAILER,
excellent condition. $1,400.1978 
Suzuki 400, 4,000 original miles 
$700; Can: be seen at 2302': 
(Amherst, Sidney, 3nc49
CLASSIC - ECONOMY 1965 
Austin Cambridge, 4 door, 
autbamtic,: radio,1 no rust, low 
miles, excellent running order. 
$950 obo. After 5 p.m., 652- 
0032;:(*:'-:''/,:; T3c49'(
1969 MGB ROADSTER, sotfand
hard: tops, in excellent condition. - 
656-1107 days; 656-6130 
evenings.; 2p48
21’6” POWER BOAT with neavy 
duty 1 railer needs some work, 
value $5,000. :Swap (for 
■ economical car of equal value.- 
: 656-2283. ; : ; lc48
T973r''UADi'ri:b0 < G.l..~r‘door 
(automatic, recent major tune;up 
and new radials. In exceptional 




(circulating, foiloL AM'FM (radio 
(cassotto, vTrallor: TtitcH.:: Stool- 
bolted Brldgostonos, (urnaco, 




4 YEARS OLD 
$77,900
(tbis family, home has 3' 
bedrooms up and 2 down. 
The basement h^a liv- 
;j ri g room:, Til i' C: k i t -C
:Tlieriei^'|^^^Cfloor:; 
(hasv::;3 ^^^?uriis, ;(;J i vi ng-; 
::ro,om,( Wjiningropmc :andi 
Spacious modern kitchenC 
At The end ofr aTul-de-sao, ' 
m ea r: S i d n ey (i n: a n - area; of; 
near.mew homes; Marital 
(separation; forces 'a ;quick: 
:Sale(..:so ; act now. (Larry- 
Olson; 656-1 050 or 
656-0747>( : ;( ^ ^
$69,500
Commercial - zoned ' lot in 
heart of Sidney, across 
from landmark bldg.' Ap­
prox. 6,000 sq. ft. For 
'more info, call 'Freddy 





NO FRILLS!! Just a good 
Honest 3 bedroom, iy?(bath, 
1340 sq. il. home of modern 
functional design oti a treed Vx 
acre in; Nortli Saanicli. Extra 
accomodation in lull basement. 
Immediate possession, dust 
reduced to $115,000,00
ONLY $5,000 DOWN? Try your 
luck on: this unique split level 
on Stellys X Road. Special 
Garden Room for your morning 
coffee- and other interesting 
features. Trade your boat or 




FOR SALE OR LEASE. Approx. 
1700 sq,.;ft. Building, Zoned 
commercial, on 60 x TOO ft: 
lot. Approved tor 40: seat 
restaurant, seaview possitile.
Asking SlZSioOO;
( KAREL DROST 
656-2427 (( (
reasonable LIVING: Mobile 
;::home,(3(bedroonr in parkiike 
.setting.(Large; 60 x 1 SO rented; 
; lot; ( Work i ng , f i replace, (;; 1 Vr 







2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
SEAVIEW BUNGALOW only, 
$71,000, 1070 sq. ft. (Bright 
spacious rooms, newly decorated, 
carpeted and rewired, electric 
heat,( fireplace, vacant, useable 
attic, easy care lot. View at 10442 
Resthaven. 656-2926. Ip48
WATERFRONT TRADE: My 
vendor has a special waterfront 
home with its own boathouse and 
marine railway in Saanich Inlet, 
will consider trade for Sidney 
home or property. Darr Garside, 
Royal Trust 384-8001. 2c49
SATURNA ISLAND: 5 acre fully 
serviced sub waterfront lot. Good 
anchorage, yacht club 
priviledges. $42,000. Also 11 
acres timbered, beautiful views. 







Lovely 4 bedrm. :split level 
family (home, La rge (I ivincj- 
dining rooiiT, family room 
With' -FiRher:: -Stove, '( G 
halhruT , ^double- (garage, 
sepaiate (slorago-work-
shop, fully serviced almost 
2/3 ol an-acio landscaped 
lot :with future potoniiai: 
patio, : swimming; Cpbdl 
nagoiiable,- this ,iS:a inust 
see lamli'/ hoine,, priced to 
selt at;S124,900; For app;, 
(la viewTiiqase call Frotldy, 
SlarkD 652^9602 or 
';656-0747(';T
(lOBatTCta.
;;;:Is pleased to:weicome(Ted 
Phillips (Tb :: bur ( growing 
:; sa I e s t ea m.Ted j u St j oi n ed 
-TJsandbrings-withhinva:- 
( wea 11 h( of ( ex peri e n ce bo 1 h 
in ihe residential and com­
mercial field,; He invites all 
; hjsTriendS'and past ciiontis 
(to drop ib arid (see. him; at 
2388 Beacon Avonuo, 
6560747
( cllARGEtFAMILY HOME (il
5 BEDROOMS 
$94,900
This large 5 bedroom family- 
home in area ot nice: honies 
must be so|dblnc|dded is a: 
fa mi I y: room, of f; t be; kit c Hen 
and a(rec.:Tm; ■ down.(Tbe 
house needs; some;;tLC:;;:' 
but;it(yoube;lookihg;for:a 
(big;hou se thi s: cou Id( be, f0r 





NOTICE,: is hereby (given , that 
an application will be rriade to 
:ihe(Pireclor of :vitai:::statistics 
tor ( a- change ;,of((name, :: pur-:: 
suant to :the provisions(of:;thm 
:‘:‘Name Act;;’(by me:-: ;: :.;: 
;MAFllE;;RAyMqNDE(:SApRA/ 
REGAN,- also: known: as--SAN-: 
iORA RAYMONDE MARIE 
REGAN ot #2-2365 Henry 
Avenue, Sidney, British Col­
umbia as tollows:- 
To change my name from 
(MARIE RAYMONDE SANDRA 
REGAN to SANDRA 
RAYMONDE MARIE REGAtT. .. 
Dated this' 16th day of 
November. A.D. 1983. ’
M.R.S. Regan





Froddy;:Stark0 SBI-ISja br 
652-9602 or 656-0747. :
$106,900
VENDOR WILL FINANCE 
1ST MTG, AT 8%,
5 YEAR TERM.
Brentwood's - best (deal.- 
AlmosI T '/x acres ot level 
(garden (soil. (This-properly 
:iS;:ideal:lqr:horsbs or other; 
livo;stock.'ThB Iwo bedrm, ; 
bungalow ,- is completely 
-ronovated i iand, ::in im- 
(.maciJlate ( coiulitic)rj,:i:, plus; 
,,!horo:,,ls room loi a woik;- 
'shop-iiiv; pari:;;basoiiionlr: 
;Hore( todaV:(:$qLD(To[)ior:; 
irov(/;'bo’librry: fhiorio ': r 





Good investment (Tm a ; .last 
growing (cornrriuni’ly.; 
$900,000.
656-7117; Bill Mosher 656Tin 
652-3043 Bob Frew 656-im
24; TRUCKS
USED(: PICKUPS, sbpBrcabs,; 
4x4’s, dioGOls; gnsT propanq. Nb; 
down paymonl : on approved 
credit; TTrades -wolcomb. - Call 
■ collect 522-2821; FOGG motors:: 





This Irnmabulaie -low 
,:maint(jiiancb(Tamliy :;hon'iq-( 
'has: b Idvbbbnirance -biT a;; 




RV pnrkinoJn tho roar, anti; 
uminh mor ,;;'To (view-call 







PACIFIC FORKLIFTS SALES, Wb
have tho largest stock good used 
(forklitts (ib: Wostern - Canada, 
’Pneumatics, solid - tire, electric: 
and 4 W.d: $2,500: up-Terry 
SImpaon 533-5331. Ipb48:
' TOWN HOUSE,' 3 hedrmms- J'T 
: baths, fridge, : stove, children; 
allowed, no dogs, $550 , a month, 
Dec, 1 References, 656'‘1587. , 
..2p4fi( -
MUST RENT— IN SIDNEY; 
Beautiful 3 bdrm, home to shard.' 
With present tenants .in basement 
.suite, TwoTull l>at)is,1lviri£j:rpprh,:' 
'dining room;kitchen, apnhant'M; 
:;gtiliti8;:jnciuded,T$650 por/rnth;:
■ Aval table liec;■ 1 / ft 3 ;■ C 5 6 -517 3:- ;
■■■'2p48■"-
BETTER THAN NEW 
S77.900 (
3: iKidrni. rniKiher only 4- 
(yearb young (1200,so,; loot; 




Joo Starko 381-1578 or 
Frfiddy Starko 652-9602 or 
656-0747;-..
REAL ESTATE
J Caciybu allord not to have 
IK yourr hoiiio.:.; on : VIDEO , 
ji:display,::((rhoro(;:IS; no;';; 
F: .charge:fpr Ihisjxtratsarr (I; 
■j- yico.:- l(;:;y,ou;'^arfi bconb '
; |; Tompiatlng (::Sojling. your; 
;;,(home,(-; you;:,dwe;-:j!.jTO;,:;; 
! I yniirimlf In give us a cfiii:-' |; 
15: ob drop;by:,oijr'm1licO;at(:i i 









; riiakda; it: a jgreaL hoiclinfi' 
pi'opGfty,:- Act Tiow (as, :;ii 
;:wopT':taGlv:"'-’-;b-;'









Proposals .for The town's : In­
surance Package for 1984 are 
invited from Companies having 
an(established: office in,Sidney’ 
or the: Greater (Vioctoria areaj; 
Details , (qtO ; ; may , be (obtained: 
frere (the: ’ undersigned : .and 
tenders should, be deliyered to 
the ’(uridernbted;: address (no 
Ta t e r: T ha n - - 4: p: m,: Dece m ber 
(fSth, 1983, ■ .
G.S,LOGAN, 
A.C.I.S., P.Adm,, C.M.C:
- Town Administrator- 
(T: b-(. ;T jddojSidney Averiu 
Sidney, B.C. 
(■:'-'(;:.':'-"'-(:''.V8LlY7
REALESTATE SALES. Liednsed in ? 
; B,Ci Why not live and:work yoor;; 
-rolirid in Siiriny Victoria or Sidney; 
Century; 21;Western l lomos, 72T- 
;2.121v24Tibu.rs;T((:.;^(,:;.’::.;’;';apb4ai'
;;four”LEVELrdhrde bcicird^om;
(onb-hnlf;;,,(,acr’o, .-;,( uriiquoly, 
landscapbtJ, viev/, fenced, double 
; goTagn. Qiiosnol's flrio.st oreai or: 
trade’: for; homo' on(;Sunshino 





(iiij’serving (as (North (Saanich: 
(ropiosenlatlve. oiiTho lollow- 
(Ing commissions:
Saanich Poninsula Walci 
Commission • l poslion, 
1-yoar term
Peninsula Rricroation Com- 




:: G r 0 0 n (; (CI p r b-Ad in in I sir at or ( 
(Noriti :sadllich;::Mlll^tclpai:l;^alli, 
;.,1620:i Mills.;(Road,i . Sidnoyt 
B.C;., :65(i)-39i8,' no;jatei:(ihart' 
HDocembeT 8,(1983, ( (





rro(iily( Starke 662-96(1(2; 
Job Slarko(3fl1-1578 dr 
B5C-0747 Castle rroftcrildi 
(l^Ltd




‘The,: huilder '’of;: this’(now 
14fa0.squajdtoolTiUit;hwiin-
,',t,ho.;(,predt'ld'icib3..,::':(,Gre,ig, 
'Estates'.^ - neat': ;Buichaft 
Gardens is;ins(;riQUS:<iriai).(' 































Woods 2387 Beacon 656-7333 





25 Years Experience 
Residenti;il.Contmerci,il. 
Iiidustiidi






Thorne - Lennon Electric {1976)ltd.
~~ 9813 THI RD ST., SIDNEY, B’.C. V8L 3A6










Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe.vyork. ;
556 Downey Road
R.R.1, Sidney. B.C. 656"3i59 ,
pnjcnpj’Q ' "backhoe service -
r uuou!>i O - .plowing, cultivating
(.EXCaVatinD . & rotovatmq
’' A Tfapfor ’ ’blade work , "IjaCIOr _ Si •postholes
Service Lfdb ^ ' ,'®brush cutting
■856-iS?l ;
LEWISSEVIGMY with
2320 AMHERST AVE. EXTENDAHOE
4 In 1





Ploughing, ’Leveling. 'Fench/Posr Digging Si^Punchinq r
656 1748. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ . . . . . . .... . , ■■ ,■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i,:i
PBiliiiill
SHiaffliEHl HhIm
7115 West Saanich Rd;, Brenwlood Bay, B,C. 
Ph. 652-2512
•Small Engine Repairs
(tidwnmpwors, Chain (Saws; Small diilboardS 





Sira 2068 Henry Ave.:::
Mix
Md:" Drain StenI Mon,-Frl. 7-5 p.m,Rock Culvorls Sal, 7-3 p.m.
GRA NTS 10*34 McDonald Park Road
SMALL MOTORS igj
Kt'IMirs to l,.iwinn(nvi?r,s, , -











.Madrio/Auio A Sal l  Glass' Insbrartco Clalnis Proiripiiy HafKjiod
MWindow Glass,,- Mirrors 656"i313





Slone, Marblfi, Masoniy & Landscaping
-gi,ippims;'';|Vlasori't (Tnf>l!t','^'"’'Ci!im«'ni':”^ n'f (ft
Pfoniifts fl (*;
Disiribulor lor Tweod Siiml Fin
m.„6S2;0522
Page BIO THE REVIEW Wednesdav, November 30, 1983
filiiliSyLmiiiCTOiY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
‘ ^» V/. -It ; ' ''^< V,, ■' • '•. ■ r't C • ^ ^ - '^ * , V J C-V 7^ /• '' * /' .7’> ‘ •!, 1. ’ ^. £T.>{ ■.•,>,U..'.-';'>:.^i/y' ■;':V^A^v;';'Mi'CiWCBS€CJJOMfllC3i>.''-‘''’'-'-iV'Vr'::''‘i9?'‘’'-' )'^*'‘1'fc’ i' y'Af’V,•■>■■/'
G reen' Scene landscaping
652-3089 ‘Ideas nrough Planting’' COMPLETE SERVICE
•Interlocking Stones lor 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways
• Lawns {Seed or Sod)
•Lawn & Garden 
Maintenance 









CUSTOIV! BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS 
mW AVAILABLE IN STOCK - UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND 
10200 BOWERBANK RD. ^OAM . ^
SIDNEY ^
REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
•k Fully Insured > Residential/Comntercial 
★ Quality Workmanship ★ Free Estimates 
★ Interior/Exterior
■k 18 years experience -k Crew of 7 people 
PHONE 656-3894;
The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Clubmeets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
Shady Creek Unitedm
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
traditional songs are sung. 
Men and women of all 
voices are welcome — if 
you like to sing please join 
the group. For more 
information call 656-5.301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
llipie IS only one news inctlium lhal lakes active mleresl in 1 
Ilie (’eiiinsui.i Noi token covoiage. No summan/ed bnels 
Uui news aboui Ihe wioplc. your neighbours, your Inends,
Iheie IS Dihy uiiu advertising riicdiunr that oilers your 
business Ihe lavoiable linage only newspapers can provroe. 
Ant! sialishcs shll prove Ibal newspapers continue lo have 
doniinani drawing power lor advertising results.
Sidney Stroke Club will STAG floor hockey 
be meeting the second and nights at Sidney elementary 
fourth Wednesday each school gym are held every 
month, 1 Ta.m. to 2 p.m. in Monday, 7-9 p.m.
Margaret Vaughan Birch STAG also offers pool. 
Hall. All “strokers” foosball and ping-pong, as 
welcome. For more well as many other special 
information call co- events and community
f illiiSil.1 DiilGIGRY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
Nothing nails down the Peninsula like we do.









Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 






HERBEilT BHOTHERS THEE SERVICE
SERWWG 7WE PEW/WSWLA 
QUALIFIEOSTAFF:— FREEESTIIVIATES
•Topping and Fulling D,ingerous Trees 
'v-iLot Clearinri
^ *Pruniiif| ’Matures Trees 'Fruit Trees .'Ornamenlals and 'Hedges
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS •BOOK NOW FOR SPRING 
FULLY INSURED,;REASONABLE RATbi^^^^^ ,' ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
A Community Newspaper 
serving the Saanich Peninsula






ts m ^'«*erdowns Ftecovered 
?65S“2@15 free ESTIMATES
2367 P 6 a c 0 n Ave., S i d n ey
ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothing, ho u s e h o 1 d 
articles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Can we help you? Call 
the Community
Counselling Centre, 9788- 
2th St., Sidney, V8L 3Y8 
24-hour answering service. 
Call 656-1247.
Worn e n ’ s S u pport
projects. All activities are 
free and no registration is 
required. Parent and teen 
inquiries welcome. For 
more information call the 
PCA office at 656-0134 or 
drop by and pick up a 
program at 9788-2nd St.
Ability Personnel 
Association is a project 
created to promote 
employment opportunities 
for men and women aged 
over 45 years. The office 





■ “Big or Small 
We Do Them Ail"
Service Residential 
Commerciai




Bert Morrey Plumbing & Heating
Licensed Plumber New Construction and Repairs ;
, . Specializing in Hot Water Heating
1IB41Q All Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 856-1580
■jl® ji ^;r: vfe i’#e wl
Arbutiis Realty Inc.













Shakes, Shiiiglos, Tai 
‘'THP' ROOEEH g^voI . Repairs
Mornings or Evenings 658"8130
South Islands Hoofing Ltd.
TAR AND GRAVEL, NEW & RE-ROOFING 
REPAIRS, LEAKS & MAINTENANCE : 
^r:N''\rrFREEISriMATLS:N:^
478 2349 ^'^*'”*^***^ C52.0593DAYS 382-7396
The Capital Region I 
Association for the
Group. A discussion group with them to determine
for women dealing with their skills and capabilities
their current j meeds. and helping them to present
Newcomers : welcome themselves in saleable
Wednesday afternoons; at terms.^^^^^;^^;
1:30 p.m. in the information phone 385-
Corhmunity^^^^ :C tfn
Centre, 9788-2th Street, - Sidney 676 ;Kittyhawk f if 
Sidney; V8Li 3Y8i For more Squadron f imeets f every ' ; 
information call 656-1247. f Thursday at 6:30 p.m. to ;
Grandparents — are your 8:30 p.m. at the Air Cadet 
grandchildren far away? A Hall on Canora Rd. Come i 
young mothers non-profit and see what we have to
support group (Capital offer for those, aged 13
Families) needs help with years and older or phone ■
child care 1 !/2 hours each the hall at 656-4423.
week, r’ali Patti at 6S6- p nn  
6296.
Victoria Housing Mentally Handicapped
Registry, 1923 Fernwood Christmas store is now open
Road. Free matching rental at Springwood and
services. Landlords 381- Sentinel. Products made by
1335, tenants 381-1205, the handicapped. Location
Monday to Friday 11 a.m.- is in the Trafalgar Square
5 p.m. Help with housing shopping centre,
problems. Brentwood Bay, Store
Attention ladies: all voice hours are 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
ranges - we want you to sing and 1 p.m.-4 p;m., Monday
barbershop-style. It’s a fun to Friday. 6-51
time! Most Monday nights Pregnant and wondering 
; 7:45 p m. at the Legion what the future holds for f
Hall, Mills Rd, For more you? Sidneyf Community
information call 652-3030 : TIeallh Service " of flees of |
; or 656-1906.^^; ;f—^^ the; Capit
Central Saanich senior District can help you. Join ,
citizens have moved to their us and other couples in a I
new centrcf at 1229 Clark comfortabjej atmosphere of
Rd.,; Brentwood Bay. (652- learning through films, ;
4611). New' members slides, discussions and f
welcome. A calendar of f exercises, Register now. In !
activities is available at the -Sidney call656-1188 j y ;
Sidney Twirlcrs and I
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. week day’s Drum Cor|i.s titkc lessons at 
; and 1-4 p.m, Sunday^. Sidney elcmcniary f school j
Ladles (SAll-S) for Social inorc ini'ormniion call 656^ 
Credit meet the third 6098.
Wednesday of each month. The Peninsula
For; *”^‘’Fmatipn DisarmamenrGroup meets^/^
please ojill 656-6232, rcgiilarly. To help us, join
^ ::;/f;Save;:;'rhej'Children'4:h,ihd;:,:7;iis fpr'fjustj'Wn^
Christmas cards are ott sale call 656-4842. 
nQ\v:;;uL'7^.lA'nihing"fMouse;:;fT:f;f;Sidney'■jAclIvliy^'Centre, 
Book Store oh Beacon A VC; ; sponsorcti by CMI-IA an





•SUPERIOR QUALITY REREPTION 
•SYSTEMS FROM SI91)0 01) ^5
, .. „ FREE SITE INSPECTION
CALI. JANNIE THOMPSON
trIfUtV |T‘. ' ;niI I sII 'i||>iAi It S, 'll' I iii.'i HI, >g(,i




Be your ovA/h boss and enjoy t 
holding dovvn a job. Gonyince your parerjts^^^
It ^ ; ; then give buh earrier rebruitment center 
;;jnu mbBr;belo'W.pDon't'; wait,;: positions;'mayTill'ba'r'iy/;'"
Motidhys 10 aon. - 1 p.niV ;, 
; in Mrirgarcl Vaughan Birch i 
Krondi tind vviint Hall, Ilaiulieiafts. games,
■;;;;tt);;j';Jkc;epj';;;cDn;vcrsqt,io|tal:;;;'f;;v.fii;n)s,;f'*;-;;rccrc^
; sh ills? Toasthiasteh H " lunch and an Opportunity to !
lYancais; meets Thursday meet pihct's, For more i
f eventngs 7:30 to 9:3(1 p,in;^ ihformntioh cal! 652-1483 '
; For more information call after 6 p.m. or 658-5414
598-3729 or S98'.1316. weekdays.
: All 0R« .velc<.me lo Table snnnicli Peninsula
'r’v’;„ f , '”T'’V'r•Tonslillnslers Club noiv
b or,n;ln^^4S«n ^ '
• '■ ;;, jsjewioiv" j'jj "'j-''
J^.;„;:i;«ycrcttllnfL*.,v.i;ir(jntlngf; ...t ...tn: vv,;,;::'::;,;:.,
problems in >om life? Volunteers arc needed to 
7"';p,Vcrcm'e;rs::;\nonj{mous;;eair";f;'fO(ll;;fJ,hr;;;
I tell), N 0 dll es i no \ve i gh i it g. j ’ 1’ i 11 i c u m Lodge, 4481 
f Meetings are at B p.rn., : |hW> orbanv ; hor. tnore 
Mondays, 9751 - JndStreeti i|iloiiiiailuii cull IVUtigeaux . 
:';7Sidney.C:ali:h52-993L,;;'j:^ Fjn!aysqh;;at:fJ7i)-^r()r,;ioci;ii;,;rj:;
Peninsula Singers meet *1^'^
:^,evi.iiy.:r'iMc>day;'//.;30,:- y;.J0. TAieojioiies;.'Anonymoiisi ;■ 
p,ih. at the Royal Canadian — H) gtotqv, tneet every 
Legion Hall on Mills Rd, Weekj on thef Saanich 
Ne\y^onembers'''and"VisitorS;""^''Pehihsnia';-■..■TFoF'f^'hnore-"'’' 
vyelcoine; W*^!! l)iN Inloriitailtur^ t
bfom bitisicals as w«;ll as .18.30415 tin




Big excitement as the 
Ghristmas Fair takes place 
this Saturday at Sancha! 
The choices at the fair will 
be so varied that they defy 
description in this space. 
Let it suffice to say that 
more than 70 tables will be 
filled with affordable 
“finds”. It promises to be 
the biggest and best fair to 
date.
Take your, time and 
browse: enjoy coffee and 
Danish in the morning, a 
special hot lunch at noon, 
and tea and goodies in the 
afternoon. Food will be 
provided from the Lion’s 
Lunchbox, with members 
assisted by young people 
from the Sidney Teen 
Activity Group. No need to 
expire from hunger while 
shopping at this fair.
The spirit of Christmas is 
taking wings as people, 
preparing for their own 
festive season, begin to 
think of those less fortunate 
who will not wake to a tree 
bedecked with gifts, or a 
Christmas table laden with ; 
good things to eat.
Neat” things; are 
happening though. : For 
exaihple, staff members'^T*^ 
the Ocean Sciences Institute 
are becoming involved and 
\yill be gather ing toys under 
thein big; Christmas^ ;tree V 
rather than having the usual 
“gift exchange” amongst 
themselves.
Lorna’s Ladies, or to be 
Fitness Without 
Fatigue and Over Easy 
exercise groups at 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 
are bringing items for 
hampers, hot once, but 
every time they come to
work out,!., ..... , ■
These items are added to 
the supplies which will 
confront members of 
Sidney Lions Club when 
5 they come to make up 
hampers close to Dec. 16. 
Then the gigantic task of 
making up and delivering 
them throughout the 
peninsula.
Your packet of rice or tin 
of fruiL^^
Jnsighificant, but when put 
together with all other 
donations, they make the 
food hampers ■ possible. 
Donations come from 
'everywhere - school 
ch i 1 d r en: i nd i vi du al s, 
service groups, churches, ; 
etc. It takes many to make a 
”''muckle! '
Let’s: clear up where 
donations of food can be 
left - the Review office, 
PCA'officc, 9788-2nd St. or^ 
the PON li at Trafalgar 
Sq uarc . Toy s can be le ft at 
any firehall dr tHe Review 
office and money is to be' 
left at The Review ON 
becatise they have the 
, inebihc lax receipts for this 
chnritahlc donation.
Hats off to the Kiwanis 
Club for undertaking the 
toy tiistribtilion tltis year. 
So far 1,17 children’s names 
have been received, TjO 
Kiwanis members will 
graierutly accept new toy.s, 
toys in good condition, or 
;; good used books or games.: 
Maybe n lainy day activity 
for; your children could be 




Hospice Victoria is a 
community program 
operated by Victoria 
Hospice Society providing 
comprehensive care for 
people with a terminal 
illness, their friends and 
family. There is an 
emphasis on providing 
physical, psychological and 
spiritual support.
Co-ordinated care is 
planned with the patient 
and family and provided by 
a team of care-givers 
including the co-ordinator 




The hospice in-patient 
unit at the Royal Jubilee 
Hospital consists of 
individual rooms, a 
communal kitchen and a 
lounge with a patio and 
garden courtyard, all with a 
homey atmosphere.
Volunteers provide help 
in a variety of ways. In the 
in-patient unit the volunteer 
works along with the multi­
disciplinary team to provide 
emotional support to the 
dying and grieving. The 
volunteer/ may assist ■ with 
rpersonal care and may help 
to provide li fe-enhancing 
activities.
In: : the ; com mu ni ty, 
volunteers work with staff 
to provide care and 
emotional support (for 
patients and family 
members) in their homes 
and other facilities/ T 
volunteer may perform 
needed tasks on an on­
going basis, may serve as a 
crisis volunteer when the 
patient has only a few hours 
to live and may have regular 
contact with a bereaved 
person for up to a year after 
the death of a loved one.
. Hospice volunteers are 
carefully selected and 
prepared. An initial 
program of eduction 
focuses on helping skills 
and the process of dying 
and grieying. Regular, on­
going education and 
support is also given : to 
people working in the 
hospice program.
For more information, 
plan to attend the Hospice 
Volu nteer^ In forniatiori 
Seminar on Dec. 15th from 
7 to ,9 pfm; at the, medical 
lecture ' room, S McBride 
; Building, Royal Jubilee 
Hospital, or call Hospice 
Vi ct 0 ri a a t 595 -9715.
Q. Should my diet be different now that I am a senior?
A. A balanced diet is important at any age, but the 
selection of food needs to be more carefully made by 
seniors. When energy needs are reduced - as with older 
people, they do not need as many calories but do need the 
same quality and quantity of nutrients. A person has more 
chance of getting all the neces.sary nutrients if that person 
is consuming 3,000 calories, rather than 1500-1800 
calories. Thus food needs to be more carefully chosen.
As people age in our society there are physiological, 
psychological and social changes to adjust to, all of which 
affect appetite and food intake. The last publication of 
recommended dietary intakes has a special category for 
people 50-74 and 75 and over. The previous publication 
had age 51 and over only.
Seniors are now being recognized as an important part 
of society, and the problems of aging arc now being 
studied seriously. The aim Of the U.S. White House 
Conference on Aging, November 1981, was to improve the 
quality of life. This group found that nutrition came up in 
every section discussed.
Some seniors feel their appetite has changed. This can 
haveanumberofreasons-
- Taste and smell function reduces with aging, so food 
does not taste as good, part of which is that the sense of 
smell has been reduced.
- Digestive juices are not produced as efficiently and 
indigestion can be a problem.
- Activity is reduced and appetite with it.
- The family are away from the home and it does not 
seem worth while to prepare tasty meals for just one or 
twoi The “empty nest” syndrome Often results in a tea and 
toast menu.
- Many older people have one or more diseased 
conditions that require drugs or special diets. The specific 
disease and the drug used to treat it can cause problems 
with appetite, nutrient absorption, nutrient requirements,
■,aswellas depression././/,v:,L/i::/'V:.:
- A change in living conditions and ljfe style often causes
When a person, young or older, becomes immobile, the 
body has difficulty getting enough calcium and nitrogen^/ 
as much is excreted. The;se two items are supplied by rhilk? 
and meat, two foods often neglected in the menu plan of 
seniors. Ah older person often does not realize how much 
their activity /has reduced, : sincci it has been” h ; gradual 
process.
In recent studies elderly citizens have been found 
deficient in calciumv irOrt, zinc, vitamins D, folichcid, arid; 
thiamin. If Canada’s Food Guide is followed carefully 
. these deficiencies could be corrected.
- Calcium and vitamin D are supplied by milk; and 
seniors should get out in the sunshine whenever possible. ;
Iron and zinc arc found in red meat and eggs; sea food is 
also high in zinc and liver is high in iron. Eggs are a good 
food and easily digested, the amount of cholesterol in them 
has been overemphasized. You will not bring on a heart 
attack with u.sing one egg a day or seven a week. Folic acid 
and thiamin as well as other B vitamins are .supplied by 
whole grain cereals and breads, legumes, liver; meat and: 
leafy green vegetables. So really what we are saying is to 
Tollow Canada’s Food Guide, reducing foods that are high 
I in calories but with few nutrients/Be sure to have plenty of 
variety to supply all nutrients and to stimulate appetite.
V Dehydration can be a serious problem, and seniors mu.st 
drink six to eight glasses of fluids daily as tea, juice, water, 
soup, milk.
Many seriiors spend; much money oh vitamin and 
mineral supplements, most are; not needed and can be 
poteritially harmful. These may/be necessary for a limited 
/ few who have a disease or; take:a drug that causeri the need 
■ for more of a specific nutrient. Older people cannot 
acommodatc excretion of massive doses of supplement as 
younig people arh able to. Thus an intoxicated state can 
result more readily in seniors taking megadoscs of 
supplements; Lef a dietitian or doctor advise;you if yoii 
need supplements when your individual case is studied.
By Frank Wrightson
The Sidney and Saanich 
Peninsular Garden Club 
held its annual general 
meeting on Nov. 21 and the 
followitig members were 
elected or appointed to 
guide the club through the 
1984 season.
Helen Tudor, president; 
Dick Keepence, vice- 
president; Ian Williams, 
past-president; Betty 
Brewster, secretary; 
Dorothy West, treasurer; 
Peggy R u s h t o n,
membership.
Show Committee: Ray 
Smuland; chairman; Fiona 
Hum, secretary; Margret 
Jacobs, trophies; Phyllis 
Cox, steward.
Appointees: loan Marsh, 
Social convenor; Doris 
Hunt, sick committee; 
J c n n i f e r G h a n d 1 e r, 
librarian; Dick Keepence,
Saanich Peninsula
S a an ich P e n insula 
graduates receiving degrees 
at the University of Victoria 
include Dale William 
Wilson, Master of 
Education; Sharon Suzanne 
Glove, Bachelor of 
Education (elementary); 
David Harry Chambers, 
Bachelor of Education 
(secondary); /Maria-Jane 
Izabella; Talbot, Bachelor 
of Arts (fine arts); Joyce 
Elaine Uennard, / Bachelor 
of ; Science in ; Nursing; 
Wendy Elizabeth Raycroft, 
Bachelor of Arts;; Sharon 
Eldred ; Alexander^ : Ma:ster 
/'ofArts.;;';”'":-'■.'/:
program; Frank Wrightson, 
publicity; June Jenkins, 
Margaret McAlpine, plant 
stall; June Jenkins, 
newsletter; Bob Jackson, 
garden notes; Margaret 
Jacobs, Nell Bolster, parlor 
show; Bill Kemester, parlor 
show judge.
Dick Keepence says he 
will make a minor change in 
the program next year — 
instead of one keynote 
speaker at each meeting 
there will be two or three 
short talks on subjects 
requested by the 
membership at large.
Membership has held 
steady at approximately 255 
through 1983. The club 
welcomed the following 
new members; Mr and Mrs. 
A. Brazier; Helen Lang; 
Isobel/ Stuart and Jane 
Wynne. Membership in the 
club is $6.50 single, $7.70 
family which can be 
partially offset by the 10 per 
cent discount given to 
garden club members by 
many local nurseries.
The club wishes to thank 
Bazan Bay, Den-Alan, Elk 
Lake and Marigold 
Nursaries for their kind 
donations of gift 
certificates which are 
raffled off each month.
Membership in the club is 
open to all residents, and 
newcomers to the area will 
find particularly useful. 
Meetings are held the third 
Monday of each month at 
7:30 p.m. in the Margret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall 9697- 













apj)licable toward our: 
SEIA’ICE
^.wmiiers:
Winners of the raffle held : 
at the Pythian Sisters tea at 
Victory Temple No." 36 
Nov. 19 are Mrs. B. 
Moorehouse, door prize; 
Mrs. M. Swallow, grocery 
hamper; Mrs. G. Gnani,
. afghan; Shirley , Boyko, 
painting; Mrs. N. Russell, 
doll and wardrobe.
MRUBUSINESSIVIAN:
If your Business Phone Number js new or has:been recently changed, please call us 
and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of threa months; This service limited to the
Review’s Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
Repairs and Rentals...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652-2512
(07)B.H.R. Brothers Ltd.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .656-8911
i:!t)Carol’s Beauty Salon..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652-4386.
(4a)Entire Maintenances Supplies Ltd.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .656-3233 i
(07)Excaliber Glass.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652-3833 A
...................................  656-3132 (
i52)HarsComputerEyes ..:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-1215.
(soilrmaIndustries.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .656-1622 (
,5i)McTaggart,Dr.Sue...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^!656-9911 ’
(i3)Michael Fee Construction Ltd.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-D093 ^
foeiPeninsulaOldSNewShopll .........................................  . !!656-6282
i48)Peninsula Signs , 656-962611
(‘^aiSidneyFeedSGardenSuppties 658-9444'’'''
(.viVideoScan,..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..656-1215 ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '^Couiiesy The Review \
May you have
whkh is PeacOf 
' The 'gladness ^^Chris^ftm 
which is Mope,




On boliall ol varioii.s qroups rind rositlonts on llm FVianich PiMimsuia who rocofjnuo ihal 
Ihis may be a particularly diihtiont Ohrislmas tor you nnrl yoiit family wo aio mviiinp you lo 
partake in any or all ol Iho lollowinp:
^SIDNEY REVIEW/SIDNEY LIONS CLUB; provifios Chrisimas hampefs and lood crjfiilicaics ' 
KIWANIS CLUB: provides gilts (or children ™ toys, hooks, gnmos,
:;TENjNSllLA0LD''AN[f NEW:SH0I»::'^ 
al the PON SKop,A781:7 2nd Si.,. Sit
iirtiePWatchei
DuracelB Batteries
Wallets, Clutch Purses By PIti Lea tlicr Goods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..........
Just watch out! I-ast year 
parents were complaining 
Him if they didn't lie down 
their g'ociericH,;thcy were 
wisked off to the school
“hamper boxH
Ihc Chri.stmas social and 
::di liner, ■; t o,:''''jie';lie1 d,' „ by' ,Tbd' i' 
“loturia Women''. N-nworf 
p.m. Dec. 15 at the 
CajnainR iHhcdv B 
St; will be all fiin and tio
;;:,bufi|ne|s;;f :
funky, fun, fancy or 
formal, everyone will bringj 
a gif( mulci S2 and Mama 
Santa will di.stribiuc, And 
there ’Ivill be nn nnction of
,/;;; Please complete the (ornf btJlow and irioll, or reiiirti to;/:
''■■'PonlnsiiljiXomminrilty..Asfi«cl«tiorf
Sidney, B.C. V8l 3Y8
DEADLINE FOR ARRIVAL: DECEMBER 3, 1083
Mail now to avoid dlsappoinlmeni Wo look, loiward to hiinnnf.i honi you'
I Vi RfiVlBW/Uon’s Club; Food Hampor 
kiwanis. Clubi’toys; 





. of fine, , SeSection of




individual Cards for eyeiy
: / and Gift Sets^ for'.theIndies, by
cmmiUY *emmuD£. sophia 
• mANcmwiLpm/sK
1 member of your family, ^ ■ •' HBAyih^SENTyyAPDLEY,
Page B12 THE REVIEW Wednesday, November 30, 1983
UlilCO ^EiTii
CEIED^ATIOII
STORE HOURS: DEC. 5 to DEC. 23
OPEN TIL 9:30 PM— MON. TO SATURDAY 
*1N ADDITION to the Stores Regular Open on Sunday the 
foloowing stores will be open from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
f— Reitmans, Golden Comb
SUNDAY Dec. 11 
SUNDAY Dec. 18
MONDAY Dec. 26
Shape-up Shop, RJ Fashions 
Agnew Surpass, Sea Shore 
- Pet Shop
■ OPEN 9:30 to 5:30 PM
* * * MAY 1984 BE A PROSPEROUS AKO HAPPY YEAR FOR All * * 4




wil! be in 
the mall on 
SATURDAY 
DEC. 3, 10 and 17 
from 11:00 to 5:00 PiVI 






fictoria's First Major Shopping Centre
Located betweeni Douglas Si Blaushard
V
TOWN at COU^ffRY^ 
ST(«^E:dNLVJ
■‘-BELECTD CHOCOLATES4SOa _ _ ■ _:_________,,., O  S0g............................
HERSHEYCHOCOLATE COVERED klMOUm 4O0g ... .«4.Sf«■ ".''jS-'f ■
-.mSTAFRUITJELllES ..
, FIAHTERS PEANUTS 7S0g ................
■ -ROWNTREE COFFEE or mmm CRiSPETTES
^ hazelnut filled chocolates 2mig.. .$3.49




ms^\ - ^ Wi«. ".■ nm,mnw -
, PSTROCAMADA; 'FE. I*I|
'■v* . V’-‘' '
' : . >, ;; PROPANE - DIESEL FUEL -
3447 DOUGLAS ST . < ^
• V J- ^ ’a ^
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DAILY FROM 6 l»,M,PEr" (frl i r i'
It ^*99 BACON AMO TO BREAKFAST FEATURE
, w ' Wo'ifl OPEN AT,a,AM lor Yftur Eating Ploaaoro
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